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ABSTRACT

Urban infrastructure services, which include facilities and services such 

as roads, mass transportation, water systems, garbage collection and 

disposal, drainage and flood protection, electric installations, and 

telecommunications, are essential in making human settlements (including 

urban areas) places of sustainable living by enhancing their environmental 

quality and aiding human activities.
>

However, in developing countries, urban infrastructure facilities and 

services have been recording poor performance both in terms of quantity 

and quality standards. In Kenya, the situation has not been any different 

as evidenced by the inefficiency and inadequacy of Solid Waste Management 

services in the city of Nairobi. By reviewing a wide range of issues 

connected with infrastructure services, and by posing the problem in the 

context of the developing world, this study aims at establishing possible 

explanations for the above situation.

*
A review of literature indicates that the bulk of urban infrastructure 

service problems both in the developing world and in Kenya, are a 

consequence of a variety of factors including high urban population growth 

rates and administrative and management malfunctions in the urban 

management systems. But more specifically, this poor performance has been 

blamed on the institutional framework under which urban infrastructure 

services delivered. Critics argue that the public sector, traditionally 

responsible for service delivery in developing countries, is insensitive 

to internal and external factors which impinge on the efficiency and 

effectiveness of service delivery systems.
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The si inly therefore seeks to establish from existing examples in t he 

developing world, available inslitul ional arrangements and particularly 

examines role that private sector participation plays in solving urban 

service del iverv problems. .Specific attention is paid to the coni ribut ion 

of the private,in the provision of solid waste management services in the
A

city of Nairobi.

The involvement of the private sector in solid waste management in Nairobi 

is a relatively new phenomenon. However, the findings of t lie study 

indicate that prompted by frustrations with the infrequent and inefficient 

services provided by the Nairobi City Council, city residents are 

increasingly turning to private solid waste entrepreneurs as a means of 

getting their garbage collection needs met. The study has established 

that as demonstrated in numerous other experiences in the developing 

world, private solid waste entrepreneurship in Nairobi seems to b 3 useful 

in addressing solid waste management problems in the city. However, the 

current private sector involvement does not address the needs of all areas 

within Ihi' city especially low income areas and open spaces.

Taking into consideration the above facts, and considering important 

contextual issues, the study recommends the privatization of garbage 

collection services in the city of Nairobi not as a panacea, bit as an 

important step towards the solution of the problem.
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C HAP I KK ONH: INTRODUCTION.

1-1 S ta te m e n t o f  th e  P ro b lem .

Tlu' growl I) of the world's population, and especially the rapid growth of 

human .sell lements and the built environment in developing countries is due 

lo increasing population pressure and the process of structural economic 

change in predominantly agricultural societies. In many developing 

countries, rapid urbanization Iras created huge demands on the government 

and local authorities to provide land, shelter, basic services and 

infrastructure to the majority of urban dwellers. However, in many 

cities, the development of basic services and infrastructure has not kept 

pace with the population increase and municipal authorities function under 

pressure due to increased rural-urban migration and the resultant high 

density settlements.

In Kenya.cities have not been spared from this experience. fn Nairobi, 

and other towns, a whole range of environmental problems are evident ami 

include, problems arising from overcrowding, Jack of clean water supply, 

proper sanitation facilities and solid waste management. These lave led 

to serious environmental and public health problems.

Of critical importance however, are problems resulting from, and facing 

the management of solid wastes in the city. The World Health Of garization 

defines waste as being something which the owner no longer wants at a 

given place and I ime, and which has no current perceived market value 

(Suess & Huisman:1993). Municipal 'solid wastes are composed o* wastes 

generated by households and wastes of simitar character from shops, 

manufacturing and service industries, markets and offices. Van Tassel 

(1 (>70) observes that because waste is hy definition of little or no value 

to the generator, I hero is little financial incentive to handle it in a
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careful manner and on the whole, there is an in-built temptation to 

relinquish responsibility for it at the earliest opportunity.

Increasing population in the city, rising standards of living and rapid

developments in technology have all contributed to an increase both in the

amount and variety of solid wastes generated by domestic, industrial,

commercial and other activities. These, coupled with a lack of awareness
»

amongst city residents, inadequate technical and financial ability facing 

municipal agencies, have made not only the city of Nairobi, but also many

urban centers in Less Developed Countries incapable of earning out
': i

efficient solid waste management (Otieno:1992).

In Nairobi, the degree and efficiency of solid waste collection and 

disposal is inadequate. Currently, about 1000 tones of. mixed municipal 

refuse is generated in Nairobi each day with 57% being from residential 

and 43% from commercial and industrial areas. Over the years, the amount 

of solid waste generated in the city of Nairobi has been increasing from 

an annual total of 165,222 tones in 1973 to 365,675 in 1998. However, 

within the same period, the amount of solid waste collected as a 

percentage of the total has been reducing from 98.32% in 1973 to 21.54%

in 1988 (Otieno:1992). This crisis is a result of two basic factors
»

namely, careless handling and failure to organize collection schemes. 

Collection and disposal of solid waste is facing a lot of inadequacies as 

evidenced by unsightly heaps of refuse rotting in peoples backyards, along 

the streets and around shopping centers. This has major environmental and 

health implications. Within residential areas for instance, when refuse 

is not collected in good time and regularly, there is a tendency for 

re s id e n ts  to spill it all over the place. Such piles of refuse form 

breeding grounds for rodents, flies and other types of vermin (Mbui:1995).
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And within the town, litter is an eyesore, despoiling and impairing tho 

aesthetic quality of road-sides, open spaces, access roads, etc. On 

another extreme, solid waste related problems may reduce the 

attractiveness of a town as a destination for investor*'

!
I

The problems of dealing not only with greater volumes of, but also more 

dangerous waste materials are particularly acute in developing countries 

especially where these have not developed efficient waste management 

technologies. These include; generally poor control of pollution, a lack 

of financial resources, shortage of people with special techn cal and 

managerial skills and a low level of public awareness on environmental 

issues(UNEP:1992) leading to problems of insufficient mainteiance of 

existing infrastructure, mis-allocated investments, lack of responsiveness 

to users demands and technical and institutional inefficiencies (World 

Rank:1994). All these present daunting challenges for the future

challenges compounded by new demand and constrained resources.

In an attempt to explain what accounts for the poor performance in the 

provision of urban infrastructure services in the third world, two schools

of thought have emerged; 'The first points to problems of management.--

Poor performance, they contend, results from the absence of effective 

governance. Critics of the present, often centralized, structure of 

government in developing countries argue that such structures are 

incapable of responsive administrat ion (l)i 11 inger: 1994). Governments for 

instance, have failed to implement pollution control - a problem resulting 

not from a lack of, but more from a failure to enforce existing 

legislation. In so doing, they have failed to promote good practice in 

occupational health and safety standards (UNCUS:1991). Urban service 

delivery failures can therefore he expressed as a problem of internal

3



administration malfunctions - specifically poor lax administration, poor 

accounting and, poor capital investment budgeting. In affirmation 

therefore, the traditional focus has been on the application of good 

technique (accounting, organization planning, financial analysis) as a 

strategy for improving the management of infrastructure service delivery 

agencies. It was this kind of thinking that led governments, with donors 

giving technical advise and financial assistance, to embark on a process 

ot institutional reform, emphasis being heavy on the improvement of the 

internal efficiency of organizations responsible for the provision of 

infrastructure services (Hines:1992).

However, the performance of infrastructure systems in the third world 

continue to record poor performance and in retrospect, the arguments of 

the above school of thought now appear to be a narrow definition. 

Recently, frustration with the above approach has prompted a shift in 

focus f . Jin administrative procedures to factors motivating individuals 

within the organization - citing incentives to employees as a major 

example. Attention has also been directed to the role played by factors 

outside the organization e.g; pressures from consumer interest groups, 

worker's unions and central government regulators whose behaviour 

influences the performance of service delivery systems (Ostrom, Sehroeder 

& Wynne: 1993). rt. has been argued that, since incentives rarely exist for 

central government ministries and public corporations to perceive cit izens 

as their clientele, the extent to which their policies respond to the 

needs and priorities of their populations is found wanting 

(Rondinelli:1990).

•\n analysis o 1 environmental problems in the third world shows that t lu* 

|u oh Inns ot sol id wasIe management and other infraslructurc ai e I lu* result
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of inappropriate institutional frameworks and service delivery systems. 

In an attempt to remedy the situation therefore, governments in developing 

countries and recently Kenya, are considering various institutional 

opt ions with a view of coming up with an efficient solid waste management 

system. Most governments and donor agencies alike are now turning to the 

private sector in preference to other agencies as an effective alternat ive 

to the public sector. The strength of the private sector, it is presumed, 

lies in the efficiencies traditionally associated with it in terms of 

resource use efficiency, accountability to clients in service delivery, 

the ability to harness private initiative, and action and to mobilize 

private capital. In Kenya, this is a recent phenomenon and not much has 

been done to find out the extent to which the private sector is actually 

involved and, the feasibility of such an involvement if and when it 

becomes widely acceptable as a method of solid waste management . It is 

for this reason that the study seeks an in-depth consideration of this 

issue with a view of coming up with important insights that may be used 

to facilitate meaningful implementation of the process.

1-2 S tiu ly  O b je c t iv e s .

i) . General objective:

To establish the extent to which private sector participation can be 

relied upon to bridge the gap of inadequacy facing urban infrastructure 

services in the third world with particular' reference to solid waste 

management in the City of Nairobi.

ii) . Specific objectives:

To find out the level to which city residents ar sensitized |o the 

need for public cleanliness and the problem of limited resources -(or 

efficiencies) of government of government in providing fir Solid 

Waste Management services.



2. To solicit from urban dwellers suggest ions as to how the sol id waste 

menace in I lie city could be abated and specifically to find «m t the 

level of acceptance and/or rejection of private sector involvement 

as a means for achieving the above.

3. To find out the level at; which private sector firms are involved in

the management; of solid wastes in the city of Nairobi, and the
>

extent to which such involvement can be said to be preferable to 

public sector- management.

4. Make policy recommendations that will facilitate the careful 

implementation of such a process if found feasible.

1-3 S tu d y  A ss u m p tio n s .

The study is based on the following assumptions:

1. That the current institutional framework of publicly managed solid 

waste collection and disposal is no longer tenable as evidenced in 

the Nairobi City Council's dwindling capacity to handle waste.

2* That the potential for private sector involvement exists not a 

panacea as but as an opportunity which if carefully considered and 

supported, will help deal with a substantial share of sol d waste 

in the city.

S c o p e  o f  th e  S tu d y .

fo facilitate contextual understanding, this study begins with a broad 

examination of the different institutional framework that exist, 

especially role of the private sector in urban infrastructure service 

provision. It does so by assessing the modes of private sector 

involvement as practiced, seeking to highlight the benefits accrued, and

f>



problems encountered in cases wilhin the third world. Narrowing down 

specifically to solid waste management, it examines examples of 

iiis;t ilul ional opt ions that exist and have been used to serine an ell jrient 

so I id waste management system especially in developing countries.

The study briefly examines the performance of the Nai: -hi city council 

with regard to it's role as the sole agent mandated Ir* law to carry out 

the waste management process in the city. It also examines the 

seriousness of problems emanating from inefficient waste management, and 

fiow the city’s residents have undertaken to abate these. It specifically 

examines the extent to which the private sector is currently involved to 

supplement the deficit in public sector provision of solid waste 

management services in the city. Considered here are formal private 

sector firms engaged in I lie collection and disposal of waste within the 

boundaries of I lie city of Nairobi, I lie waste generating activities being 

the various categories of residential areas, manufacturing and service 

industries, commercial premises, institutions and their surroindings. 

Disposal here is limited to transfer and dumping at a sanitary landfill.

The study poses questions as to whether the effective participation of 

private firms in municipal solid waste management will be in the interest 

of the government and most important, the city’s residents. The 

assessment is carried out in the light of various contextual factors 

including, the extent to which these firms contribute to the effie out use 

of scarce resources, the place of the consumer vis a vis the 

accountability of I he private firms, the legislative and statutory 

framework for effective implementation of such a process and, t.he 

institutional management capacity that such a process would demand. The 

implications are assessed taking cognizance the fact that sol'd waste



management, due I o it's implications on public' welfare, public bcviltb and 

environmental pro!eelion, is a publ ic good of which bocal government is 

IradiIionaIly responsible.

Finally, the study settles on the issue of bow best to implement a 

privatization process for tbe solid waste management service. In order 

to do so, it incorporates the views of consumers (or- the generators of 

solid waste), current actors including the city council, the central 

government and private firms already engaged as entrepreneurs in the 

activity. The forms of private sector involvement, considered include, 

contracting, open competition, franchise and Concessions.

1 ~5 J u s t i f ic a t io n  o f  th e  S tu d y .

Sol id Was! e Management is an area that has been taken for granted in Kenya 

for qu i I e a long time now. However, il is becoming increasingly obvious 

that current practice - of public financed, and operated solid waste 

management - is becoming inadequate for today's needs especially' in the 

light of growing urban populations in Kenya. Although legislation to 

control waste disposal exists, these are seldom enforced. Although other 

approaches have been developed to try and minimize problems related to 

improper waste handling - ineluding community based initiatives for 

improved waste handling, it is evident that tin* majority of Nairobi's 

people are either too busy, or do not want at all, to be involved in 

dealing with waste I hey have generated. As such we expect that the 

unsightly unattended heaps of garbage that continue to litte» spaces 

wifhin the town's boundaries will only become a worse scenario in the 

future.

8



Although Konya has no elaborate policy on I In' privat izat ion of most ur ban 

infrastructure services, the aim of the government is to expand the* 

resource pool for urban infrastructure service provision. For the solid 

waste management service, this would be sought as a means of promoting 

efficiency in solid waste collection and disposal thus safeguarding 

environmental quality and ensuring public health.

There have been a number of studies conducted on this subject by planners 

and scientists. Some have concerned themselves with the technical aspects 

of Solid Waste Management i.o.; methods of disposal (Ot ieuo:1989, 

Mwangi:1990), while others have concerned themselves with the role of 

urban communities in Solid Waste Management in tire city of Nairobi with 

specific references to residential (Mwaura: 1991, Mbui:1995) and industrial 

wastes (Fadamula:1991). Without down-playing the contribution made by 

t irese studies to our understanding of the magnitude of, and the possible 

solutions to the problem of solid waste in the city, it is important to 

observe that none of these has critically, and in detail assessed he role 

of the private sector in the delivery of solid waste management services. 

Yet as we know it, there lias been a growing dependence by t hr city's 

people on private companies in tire collection and disposal of solid waste 

as evidenced by the growing number of collection f»»ms and recycling 

companies.

Tn order therefore to develop frameworks within which effective waste 

management strategies can tie planned, it is essent ial to know not only the 

amounts of waste generated and their sources, but also the reasons as to 

why this waste is not handled in a proper manner. In promoting he role 

nf the private sector as a strategy for solid waste management, it is 

essent ial that more studies are conducted to establish the possibilities

9



UNIVERSITY CT MAfROfM 
(k0 \.) LdOK'Aftr

,111*1 constraints to this endeavour from I fio point of view of t hr source, 

I },p government and f tir* private sector actors. Besides studies have shown 

that t he city's residents are willing t.o share some of the costs of solid 

waste collect ion and disposal (Davinder: 1987). Since cost is not f tm only 

determinant of private sector participation, this study seeks to explore 

the existing and foreseeable potentials and constraints that together 

enhance or limit private sector participation in this activity.

1-6 Methodology.

i) . Secondary Data Collection.

This was carried out to get an overview of theory on the elements of Urban 

management with particular reference to the delivery of intra-urhan 

infrastructure services. Aspects considered included policy, legislation, 

finance, and the exist ing institut ional framework for service delivery in 

Kenya. In general, literature on the workings of the private v s  a vis 

the public sector in relation to service delivery was read. Of specific 

reference was the privatization of public goods and enterprises in Kenya 

and in other parts of the developing world. In greater detail, li ■ erature 

on various aspects of solid waste management: was consulted with specific 

reference to the participation of the private sector in the delivery of 

this service in Kenya if) other third world countries and cities. 

Information concerning the study area was also collected. Sources used 

included books written by various experts in the field and studies 

conducted of similar nature in and out of the study area.

ii) . Primary data collection

Owing to the large size of the study area, stratified sampling techniques 

wore applied to ensure that the whole area is adequately covered. Seven 

ateas were sampled in total including four residential areas of different

\ 10



income categories, industrial area, institutions and commercial 

enterprises. Twenty questionnaires were administered in each zone to 

heads of households or their spouses, shop and business owners or 

managers, managers of industries, offices and institutions.

Tn addition, interview schedules were administered to officers in tho city 

council, the Ministry of Local Government and solid waste entrepreneurs 

(i.e companies currently involved in the exercise). Questionnaires were 

administered to establish the general views of city residents concerning 

the idea of the private sector handling of their wastes, their capacity 

to support private waste collection firms and their misgivings to the 

whole idea, if any. This was also aimed at establishing the level of 

awareness of the city residents on environmental issues.

1-7 Analysis.

The analysis of collected data was conducted through the use of 

descriptive techniques. Statistical Packages for the Social Sciences 

(SPSS), was used to compute frequencies and simple distribution statistics 

including means modes and medians where necessary. Cross-tabulat ion were 

done to get a more detailed analysis as to the nature of relationships 

between variables.

1~8 l im ita tio n s  o f  th e  S tu d y .

Because of time limitations unavailability of data from the city council, 

it was difficult to carry out a comprehensive comparative analysis 

between the cost of private and public service provision. However, 

elementary analysis was carried out on the cost (to the private firm) of 

setting up a waste collection venture and the cost of access to private 

service by the consumer.

11
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It was also not possible to compare the effectiveness of all possible 

private sector jxarticipation methods since only a few options were 

currently available to consumers. However, the efficiency of open 

competition as a method is evaluated based on the relative preference for 

city residents to deal directly with private firms as compared to other 

methods that involve partnerships with the public and non-governmental 

sectors.
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CHAPTER TWO: CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK.

2-1 U rb a n  I n f r a s t r u c t u r e  S e r v ic e s .

2-1.1 Definition.

One of the main roles of urban government is the provision of 

infrastructure services for urban dwellers. Urban infrastructure' can be 

defined as those services derived from the set of public works 

traditionally supported by the public sector to enhance private sector 

production and to allow for household consumption (Fox: 1994). As defined,

it includes services such as roads, mass transportation, water systems,
.V £

garbage collection and disposal, drainage and flood protection, electric 

installations, and telecommunications. The definition here is linited to 

urban based infrastructure services. In many instances, infrastructure 

entails investment in a physical facility. However, any meaningful 

definition of infrastructure must center on the service since consumers 

are more often than not interested in the services derived from the 

physical facilities.

2-1.2 Role and Importance of Infrastructure Services.

The old unsettled argument on the historical order between the 'egg' and 

the 'hen' pervades the debate on the importance of infrastructure. The

supply-side perspective, which has the support of industrialists and other
*

investors, stems from the expectation that productive activity will be 

located somewhere because a basic infrastructure is in place. On the 

other hand, for demand-side proponents, who comprise mainly of 

infrastructure funding agencies, evidence of substantial productive 

activity and economic potential must exist before any capital is committed 

to the development of infrastructure in a particular location. Meeting 

a demand for services thus becomes the criteria for decision making 

pertaining to investment in infrastructure projects. The former
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influences government policy in new towns or the so-called 'Growth 

Centers' in developing countries, while the latter is mostly the scenario 

in older, well established cities.

Whether the existence of potential for development necessitates 

investments in infrastructure projects, or investments in infrastructure 

increases a location's development potential, the importance of 

infrastructure in society cannot be overlooked. For instance, there is 

a general consensus on the role that infrastructure plays in stimulating 

economic development i.e, better water, sewer, roads, etc, expand overall 

economic potential by allowing firms to be more productive and thus 

attracting more investment to a particular area (Fox:1994). Some 

infrastructure may therefore be demanded to meet the basic life support 

needs thus improving living conditions. In other words, the decision by 

firms, labourers and others to invest, work or live in a place is greatly 

influenced by the availability of adequate and appropriate infrastructure.

On another level, a two way relationship exists between infrastructure and 

the environment. Many infrastructure investments are used to offset the 

negative consequences of population concentration such as overcrov'iing and 

environmental degradation resulting from the production and consumption
I

of certain goods. Infrastructure can also cause environmental 

degradation. For instance, the availability of improved water services 

can change the water level in neighborhoods and dramatically increase the 

need for sewerage systems. Rapid run-off problems can be exacerbated by 

a road system. Infrastructure also allows manufacturing expansion which 

in the long run, creates environmental effects. But despite the possible 

negative consequences on the environment, infrastructure, more often than 

not is used to aid human activities, improve environmental quality and



living conditions.

2-1.3 Framework for Delivery.

According to Rondinelli (1990), there are two aspects that impinge on 

infrastructure service delivery policy. Differentiating between 

'provision' and 'production' aspects, he defines the former as the 

determination of the quantity and quality of a service demanded and 

ensuring that they are financed and executed, while the letter entails the 

deployment and management of staff, and other resources to deliver the 

service.

These two aspects culminate in the making of decisions that involve three 

sets of actors. First, policy makers create the basic environment, in 

which decisions are made and in many cases establish policies to determine 

overall spending, what type of agencies deliver the services, etc. On 

another level, infrastructure managers determine policy within service 

delivery organizations and make major decisions in areas such as 

technology employed in delivery, etc. Last but not least very imf>ortant, 

there are those decisions that emanate from the users of infrastructure, 

services. These make choices pertaining to the quantity of service 

required vis-a-vis the quality offered.

All over the world, substantial differences exist across countries and, 

types of infrastructure regarding the institutional responsibility for 

provision and production (delivery). However, whereas in many countries 

the responsibility for the provision of infrastructure is usually the role 

of the government (central or local), the responsibility for service 

delivery and management is often shared amongst various partners in a 

Participatory strategy whereby there is a clear division of tasks in line
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with I he interests and capacities of each partner. Where possible, eaeli 

of the partners tries to enlist the part icipat ion f>f people as consumers 

in various aspect of infrastructure service provision including the 

formula!ion of goals, planning and programming, implementation, operation 

and maintenance, monitoring and evaluation. The main pariners in 

participatory infrastructure management are;

i) The Public sector.

In most countries, the public sector is responsible for investment for a 

wide range of infrastructure categories. This responsibility may lie with 

central, state or provincial corporations, or municipal governments 

through a formidable array of organizational options (enterprises, boards 

e.t.c). Generally, within the regional and national context, massive 

infrastructure investments are made directly by t he central government 

which is also charged with the operation and maintenance of the sime. In 

I lu' urban sett ing however, this is usually through a system of devolut inn 

or transfer of authority and responsibility from central to local 

governments (Fox:1994).

In addition to being the main public sector agency traditionally 

responsible for' urban management, local government is vested with the 

responsibility of performing a wide variety of infrastructure related 

functions namely; a) the provision of infrastructure essential for the 

efficient operation of cities, b) the provision of services that develop 

human resources, improve productivity and raise the standards ol living
fa

of urban residents, c) regulating private activities that affect community 

welfare and the health and safely of the urban populace and, d) providing 

services and facilities that support economic activity and allow private 

enterprise to operate ef1ieiently in urban areas (Rodinelli:1990). As can
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bo soon, I ho hulk of these deal directly or indirectly v\ Lh the provision 

of infrastructure services.

In order to accomplish the above roles, and depending on the type of 

infrastructure, urban government may either go it alone or as is common, 

through joint ventures with the central government. In such instances, 

the two may be responsible for different aspects of the infrastructure 

service provision process. For instance, the central/government may

finance the development of the physical facility while leaving its 

operation and maintenance entirely in the hands of the local authority.

ii) The Private Sector.

Many governments are coming to the realization that demand-orientation, 

competition amt accountability in infrastructure service delivery may be 

more readily achieved through the involvement of the commercial private 

sector in selected infrastructure delivery functions, rather than 

attempting to incorporate these commercial principles into public 

institutions. They may thus allow private entrepreneurship or contract 

out the provision and delivery of selected services to private firms.

Private sector actors range from individual garbage collectors hired at 

a neighborhood level to large enterprises that may be entrusted with the 

task of developing and (or) operating whole segments of **n infrastructure 

such as solid waste collection or water supply. As is normally the case 

with the private sector, participating firms are primarily concerned with 

the profitability of a venture. The role of the private sector is further 

discussed in chapter four.
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iii) Community Based Organizations.

Every inhabitant of the city is an infrastructure user. With regard to 

residential areas, it is important to note that the basic unit of 

decision-making and action regarding infrastructure is always an 

individual or, in practical terms, a household. In addition to 

households, infrastructure users include commercial and industrial 

establishment, and institutions. However, while important in economic 

terms, these are less numerous compared to households.

Beyond the role of consumer, individual households may produce services 

through the construction of and use of facilities such as sanitary 

latrines and wells. However, the potential for the participation of a 

single household is quite limited. To establish facilities that go beyond 

a single household level (for example footpaths, local drains, community 

wells, sanitary facilities and waste collection services), a certain level 

of organization among users is necessary. For communal efforts that 

relate to infrastructure services, households normally form more specific 

user associations or Community-Based Organizations. In the context of 

residential areas, these are often formed when neighbours join forces to 

improve local security, housing quality, environmental q u a l i t y ,  basic 

utilities, and social services.

In Orangi , a large squatter settlement in Karachi, Pakistan, small 

construction entrepreneurs and workers contracted by lane level community 

organizations have constructed a local sewer network. While technically 

not optimal for planning a sewer system, the lane (20 t' 30 households), 

proved to be a workable self-managed social unit with sufficiently strong 

common interests. I.ane organizations selected their own leaders and took 

complete responsibility for works-contracting and site supervision as well
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as subsequent maintenance. All investments were financed 'up front' by 

lane organizations through collections from their members (Khan:19*11, 

Hassan:1991).

On another level, though not very common, owners of industry and 

commercial establishments are primarily concerned with the level of 

service access, the reliability and quality of available services, and the 

relative cost and affordability of services. Land and property owners on 

the other hand are interested with the impact of infrastructure services 

on property values. Together or separately, these two may form user 

groups and through collective contribution, make infrastructure 

investments for the purpose of achieving the above interest.

iv) Non-governmental organizations.

These may be understood as a 'third system’ between the public and private 

domains. N.G.O’s normally originate outside the community with wh oh they 

work. They are semi-autonomous, external to political power structures 

and non-commercial in their motives. Their main functions include 

mediating between communities and government authorities, advocating 

community interests, consulting and providing support for community 

efforts and, occasionally, managing project activities.
4

FUNDASAL in El Salvador is a highly successful self-built housing program. 

Although largely government dominated, FUNDASAL remains a private Non- 

Governmental Organization (NGO) that has assumed the typical government 

role of directing low-cost housing production on a large scale by 

delivering a coordinated package of services that integrates community- 

based self-help house construction into processes of community building, 

cooperative formulation, and research. With the assistance of the NGO,
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community groups confronted a range of technical, economic, social and 

politica1 issues - organizing funding, and facilitating the If puts of 

members. By assisting the community development process, FUNDASAL 

achieved considerable success in terms of technical effectiveness as well 

as a high level of cost recovery for projects undertaken (Moser:1987).

2-1.4 Financing Urban Infrastructure Services.

Adequate financing is necessary for sustainable infrastructure systems. 

The role of finance is more than to ensure that sufficient funds are in 

place, because financing schemes can affect incentives and other goals, 

such as equity. The finances for initial infrastructure investments, 

operation and maintenance are normally derived from a variety of sources 

including the government, the private sector, user charges (internal 

sources) and donors (external sources).

i). Government Funding.

Government financing of infrastructure facilities and services normally 

happens at two levels namely; a) central government and b) local 

government. For the former, own source revenues and borrowed funds

constitute financing sources. These include taxes charges for services, 

fees, net profits from government owned companies, and miscellaneous 

revenues such as the sate of assets and interest earnings. Although 

borrowing is not a unique financing source in developing countries, 

resources can be borrowed through a conventional bond market or from the 

banking sector, individual savers or pension and other accounts, many of 

which may be controlled by the government. Borrowing could also be from 

the central bank. In this case, infrastructure investments may be. 

financed by the creation of money, and greater inflation is the likely

consequence.
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In developing countries, Local governments frequently have limited ability 

to borrow, either because a fully operating credit market does not exist 

in the country or because local governments have inadequate own-source 

revenue for debt repayment. The most common sources of finance for local 

governments are inter-governmental transfers and user charges. Normally, 

the former constitutes the transfer of financial assistance from central 

to local governments. This assistance may be given to improve the 

efficiency of service delivery, to share the greater revenue-raising 

ability of the central government, or to improve distributive equity. The 

transfer may be in the form of a loan or grant (Fox:1994).

ii) Private Equity Financing.

Private equity financing could come, from the resources of parastatals or 

private sector companies. Self-help is another form. Private equity 

financing occurs when the private sector has ownership or partnership 

interest in the infrastructure. The most common example is the Build - 

Operate - Transfer (DOT) arrangement in which the private sector builds 

and the operates the facility for some period, after which the acility 

is transferred to the government. A more detailed account on tlie role of 

the private sector in financing infrastructure investments is given in 

chapter four.

iii) . User Charges.

Charged by both central and local governments, and private firms, user 

fees can finance the full cost of infrastructure services that are private 

goods but probably cannot be the sole source for infrastructure services 

lhat have significant externalities. Water, roads and telephones are 

Private goods and can be fully financed with user fees. Sewerage, solid 

wnste disposal and urban mass transit can be partially financed with user
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fees but may need contributions from other sources. User fees can be

imposed in a variety of ways. The traditional means is a price levied per

unit of purchased services. A specific per cubic meter of water is an

example with household metering being a necessary precondition to levy

effective charges. The fee should be equal to the long run marginal cost

of delivery. A second type of fee is a charge levied on a proxy for

infrastructure consumption. Gasoline taxes are often levied with the
>

expectation that gasoline consumption is a proxy for the use of roads. 

A tax levied on the rental value of land or the increase in rental value 

(that resulted from improved infrastructure services) can be intended as 

a surrogate for a charge on infrastructure services. A third forn of fee 

is a lump sum charge for access to a service. A monthly charge to access 

all the water the user wants is an example.

iv). Donor Financing.

Donors are the next group that finances infrastructure. Donors provide 

financial resources to an indigenous, often the central o^ local 

governments. They provide resources from outside the domestic economy. 

The funds can be granted or loaned. It has been estimated that less than 

US$ 4 billion of housing and infrastructure is financed by donors in 

developing countries each year thus providing 3 to 4 percent of total 

investment financing. The world Bank, for instance, lent US$ 1.66 billion 

for infrastructure in 1991, representing about 40% of total bank lending 

(Fox:1994).

2-2  S o lid  W aste  M an a g e m en t.

2-2.1 Solid Waste: Definition and Nature.

The World Health Organization defines waste as being something which the 

ownop no longer wants at a given place and time, and which has no current
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perceived market value (Suess & Huissman:1993). Schubeller (1996), 

defines municipal solid waste to include refuse from households, non- 

hazardous solid (excluding sludge or semisolid) waste from industrial, 

commercial and institutional establishments (including non-pathogenic 

waste from hospitals), market waste, yard waste and street sweepings.

It has been argued that the main culprit in solid waste management 

problems is packaging - especially the use of material* inorganic non- 

biodegradable material for the packaging of goods. Packaging and the 

solid waste problem are closely linked. Largely due to rising standards 

of living, people in urban areas all over the world discard as much of 

their packaging material as possible. As a result, it is impossible to 

stroll through city streets, drive in the country, walk in a park or ride 

a boat in the worlds rivers and lakes without encountering the tell-tale 

signatures of affluence; discarded bottles, cans, cigarette packs, paper 

sacks and similar objects, all these creating aesthetic blight.

While in the past, packaging mostly comprised of durable containers which 

could be fed back into the industrial production line, (e.g milk bottles, 

beer crates, etc), within the last decade, there has been a trend towards 

disposability. Consumers have given convenience packaging, their 

wholehearted endorsement. In fact, as one scholar observes, the 

popularity of disposable containers has been such that the consumers are 

willing to pay a premium for the convenience of throwing away a container. 

As a result, billions of tones of mixed solid wastes are now heading 

straight into the waste disposal channels, markedly magnifying the problem 

°f getting rid of them (Van Tassel:1970). These cans, glass and plastic 

bottles, paperboard cartons and wooden crates, most of which consumers are 

no-longer bothering to return to the to packaging companies, are thrown
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away in massive numbers, never to be used again.

2-2.2 Municipal Solid Waste Management: Definition.

Municipal Solid Waste Management (MSWM) involves planning, forecasting, 

organization and execution of the functions of collection, transfer, 

treatment, recycling, resource recovery and disposal of solid wastes as 

defined above (ScliubeHer: 1996). It is a complex task wliicb depends as 

much upon organization between households, communities, private companies 

and municipal authorities as it does upon the selection and application 

of appropriate technical solutions for collection, transfer, recycling and 

disposal. It is an essential task which has important consequences for 

public health and well being, the quality and sustainability of th» urban 

environment and the efficiency and productivity of the urban economy.

2-2.3 The Importance, Goals and Principles of S.W.M.

Because waste is by definition of little or no value to the generator, 

there is little financial incentive to handle it in a careful manner and 

on the whole, there is an in-built temptation to relinquish responsibility 

for it at the earliest opportunity. This action however, cannot be 

permitted as it has far reaching implications. If not properly handled, 

solid waste can result in health hazards. Within residential areas, when 

refuse is not collected in good time and regularly, there is a tendency 

for residents to spill it all over the place. Uncollected piles of refuse 

form bleeding grounds for rodents, insects and other animals (i.e vermin). 

This poses a health problem especially when such vermin find their way 

into peoples houses (Mbui:1996). And within the town, litter becomes an 

eyesore, which apart from despoiling and impairing the aesthetic quality 

of r°ad-sides, open spaces, access roads, unleashing foul odour that makes 

the daily carrying out of commercial and other activities a nightmare.
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On the rural scene, the dumping of solid waste on open ground causes water 

pollution from the leachete, contaminating both ground and surface water 

sources (Otieno:1991).

On the other hand, the solid wastes have some positive consequences. For 

instance, waste can he used to fill up huge open grounds and, with proper 

engineering, help reclaim these lands for use in other urban activities. 

Refuse can also be transformed into other forms through a recycling 

process that reduces the volume of waste needing disposal. For instance, 

fertilizers (manure) can be made from vegetative waste while old newspaper 

is usually recycled into other reusable forms. Solid waste management can 

also generate revenue for a sizeable proportion of the urban poor who, in 

many developing countries, are driven to work as waste collectors or 

scavengers by poverty and the absence of more attractive employment 

opportunities (Schubeller:1996).

For the above reasons therefore, waste management is an essential task 

which has important consequences for public health a..J well-being, the 

quality and sustainability of the urban environment and the efficiency and 

productivity of the urban economy. Effective solid waste management can 

therefore help in ameliorating health hazards arising from poor 

environmental conditions while facilitating the effective utilizat ion and 

conservation of scarce resources and to a large extent, creating 

employment for a sizeable proportion of the urban poor populations. Sound 

management of solid waste is essential for any civilized society.

Municipal solid waste management has several goals including; a) to 

protect the environment, b) to promote the quality of the. urban 

environment, c) to support the efficiency and productivity of tie urban
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environment and, d) to generate income. To achieve the above goals, it 

is necessary to establish sustainable systems of Solid Waste Management 

which meet the needs of tlie entire urban population. Since waste is 

generated by urban residents in the course of their daily activities and 

in pursuance of personal goals, the essential condition of sustainability 

implies that waste management systems must be absorbed and carried by the 

society and its local communities. In the words of Schubeller (19%),
i >

these systems must be appropriate to the particular circumstances and 

problems of the city and locality, employing and developing the capacities 

of all stakeholders. The stakeholders here include households and 

communities requiring service, private sector enterprises and workers 

(both formal and informal), and government agencies at the local, regional 

and national levels. All must come to the realization that the 

aggressive pursuit of personal goals, accruing in the enjoyment (by the 

individual) of a vast array of positive benefits, sometimes yield 

regrettable negative consequences that affect a majority, if not the 

entire population - the abatement of which requires collective action.

2-2.A The Process of, and Institutional Responsibility for S.W.M.

The process of solid waste management begins at the generation st.sge. At 

this stage households, industries and other activity areas practice simple 

handling of refuse, garbage and other solid wastes. In most places, this 

is done through the use of receptacles such as dust-bins, plastic >ags and 

big containers. This waste is then transported by the households to a 

central location (or transfer station) for collection by thp waste 

collection agency.

In many countries however, domestic refuse is collected using the house 

to house method wh '• the waste collection agency comes around co leeting
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waste from door to door. This method is efficient in sparsely populated 

areas such as middle and high income neighborhoods but has proved 

inefficient in highly populated areas and those areas with poor or no 

access roads. Collection is by use of primary and secondary collection 

vehicles and equipment. The former comprises of modern mechanized
I

vehicles such as tippers (open and closed trucks) and compressors, while 

the latter comprises of human or animal pulled carts. In many low income 

countries, informal private sector entrepreneurs (scavengers) collect 

waste upon receiving payment from generating activities. They either 

dispose off this waste in open spaces or sell to recycling firms.

The collected waste then heads for disposal channels where they are dealt 

with using a variety of waste disposal techniques. The most common ones 

include, open dumping, sanitary landfill (controlled burying of refuse 

under compacted earth), burning and other similar methods (incineration 

or pulverization to mention a few). The above are essentially waste 

destruction methods. Upon collection, waste can also be transformed into 

other uses through a recycling process where some forms of disposed wastes 

are recovered for re-use or transformed into other useful products. 

Inorganic waste such as paper waste, glass containers, metals and plastics 

are categories of waste usually targeted for recycling. On the other hand 

organic (biodegradable) waste such as food waste and vegetat ive mater can 

be used as soil fertilizers through a process of composing.

A wide range of individuals, groups and organizations are concerned with 

municipal solid waste management as service users, service providers 

intermediaries and/or regulators. Since solid waste management is mainly 

an Ufban problem, the level of government responsible fo* it is typically 

local (local government authorities). This responsibility is usually
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specified in by-laws and regulations and may be derived, more generally 

from policy goals regarding environmental health and protection. National 

governments, on their part, are responsible for ̂ establishing the 

institutional and legal framework for MSWM and ensuring that local 

governments have the necessary authority, powers and capacity for 

effective Solid Waste Management.

>
Figure 3-1: Simplified diagram showing the process of solid waste
management from collection to disposal.

Source: T c h o b a noglous:1997

The responsibility for solid waste management usually involfles other 

actors as partners ranging from Community Based Organizations tCBO's), 

Private Sector Enterprises (PSE's) and Non-governmental organ /at ions 

(NGO's). CBO's are usually formed by poorly served urban residents to 

upgrade local environmental conditions, improve services and/or petition 

the government for service improvements. They become partners of the 

local government in local waste management. When sufficiently nanaged, 

CBO's have considerable potential for managing and financing local 

col lection services and operating waste recovery and composing act vities. 

NGO's operate between the private and government realms. Originating 

outside the communities in which they work, NGO's are motivated primarily
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by humanitarian and/or developmental concerns rather than an interest in 

service improvement for their own members. They may help increase the 

capacity of local people or community groups to play an active role in 

local solid waste management by increasing environmental awareness, 

assisting in the impartat.ion of technical solid waste management know-how 

(waste handling skills and practices), etc. The formal private sector 

includes a wide range of enterprises, varying from informal micro- 

enterprises to large business establishments. As potential service 

suppliers, private enterprises are primarily interested in earning a 

return on their investment by selling waste collection, transfer, 

treatment, recycling and/or disposal services. When involved through 

partnerships with the public sector, they may provide capital, management 

and organizational capacity, labor and/or technical skills.

2-3  P r i v a t i z a t i o n  o f  U r b a n  I n f r a s t r u c t u r e  S e r v i c e s .

2-3.1 Privatization: A definition.

Privatization entails the reduction of government activity or ownership 

within a given service or industry - either when government enterprises 

are divested to unregulated private ownership or, when government agencies 

are commercialized, i.e re-organized into accountable and financially 

autonomous semi-private enterprises (Cointreau-I.evine 1994). As defined 

here, privatization is a non-governmental role in the provision and 

production (delivery) of services - private firms being involved as non

governmental organizations. Privatization can also be viewed as a form 

of decentralization of management functions from government to private 

enterprises (didman et.al:1995).
A
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2-3.2 Importance of Privatization.

Privatization is often taken as a pragmatic means of improving service 

delivery. It is thought to be one means of creating efficiency in the 

production and distribution of services on the account of a variety of 

factors. First, by encouraging competition, privatization lowers the cost 

of services to the consumer. Secondly, since the activity is in private 

hands, the profit maximization motive devises ways of minimizing costs 

thus ensuring the effective and efficient utilization of often scarce 

resources. Thirdly, competition allows for more effective articulation 

of demand, and through the scramble for markets, ensures that the demand 

for services is effectively met. Another advantage of involving of the 

private sector in the production or delivery of infrastructure services 

is its ability to ensure greater participation of people in the management 

of human settlements. Through privatization, a wider range and different 

levels of services become available thus allowing the consumer the 

opportunity to exercise a greater choice over the services. By 

facilitating frequent provider-consumer interactions, it allows greater- 

opportunities for consumers to lobby for better services thus ensuring 

better performance standards. Overall, people become aware of identify 

with and hence more willing to support the governments policies, programs 

and developmental efforts.
* 9

i*
Where privatization has been undertaken, there have been various pa>r-offs. 

These include; the reduction in subsidies from the government tc public 

service provision agencies, technical gains to suppliers and, as we have 

seen above, numerous gains for the users. The World Bank observes that 

governments of developing countries save 10 percent of their total 

revenues and 60 percent of annual infrastructure investment when subsidies 

are eliminated through privatization. Service producers also benefit
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greatly from improved technical efficiency. The savings possible from 

raising operating efficiency from today's levels to best practice levels 

are estimated at around $55 billion annually or an equivalent of I percent 

of all developing countries' Gross Domestic Product (World Bank:1994) - 

in this way availing additional funds to expand the distribution of the 

service.

& »
2-3.3 Conditions for Effective Privatization.

The advocacy for privatization stems from the presumption that public 

sector infrastructure service producers have poor incentives for efficient 

operation because they lack the pressure characteristic of the private 

sector producers who, are subject to competitive forces. It is however 

important to note that the public sector does not always have poor 

incentives and the private sector does not always face competitive 

pressures, so benefits do not always result from privatization. For 

example, private firms may be set up as monopolies with little incentives 

to operate efficiently. If they operate at low costs, they may not have 

the incentives to pass on the benefits to consumers. Research in this 

field has shown mixed results depending on a countries economic 

environment and the type of infrastructure being privatized. The private 

sector cannot provide a service where no comprehensive charging is 

feasible e.g, where service involves collective benefit as opposed to 

individual. In the third world, this is further complicated by the fact 

that quite a substantial percentage of urban residents cannot afford the 

service unless prices are highly subsidized and, returns on investments 

are low, risky and slow (Fox:1994). Private enterprise can also not 

effectively provide services which are traditionally considered public 

goods because of their potential negative consequences on the environment 

when inadequately provided for, or the inability of the majority of the
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re s id e n ts  to  pay fo r  the se rv ic e .

There are certain conditions that must be given if the privatization of 

urban infrastructure services is to be efficient. The first set of these

conditions has to do with the attributes that an infrastructure service
!

must bear if the private sector is to be attracted into the provision of 

the same. For instance, private provision of infrastructure is always 

possible and feasible if consumers can be charged and there are no 

obstacles (technology or scales of investment) to parallel services in 

competition. These conditions are likely to apply to housing, 

transportation, solid waste management, education and, health-care albeit 

with subsidy options to protect poorer consumers. Private provision is 

especially effective when the benefits from service delivery accrue to 

local residents and therefore economies of scale are limited to the same. 

It is also effective where local choice is strongly desired and different 

tastes for service exist as this will foster competition. Services in 

which operational efficiencies are likely to be available are also good 

candidates for wide scale privatization. Privatization also appears to 

offer the greatest potential cost savings for services that are already 

delivered hv the private sector. The main reason is that the private 

sector is better able to identify the profitability of services, and
I

obviously has experience and know-how in producing such services.

It is not doubtful that private enterprises play a vital role in 

responding to the overall development challenges facing a city and may 

effectively direct the development of individual neighborhoods. However, 

there needs to be conditions to ensure that the private sector is 

effective in meeting the demands for a given service and ensuring that 

it's distribution is not skewed in favour of society's more pr.-viloged
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groups (economically, politically e.t.c), or because of the desire for 

profit maximization, sacrifice quality to earn greater profits and in so 

doing, yield undesirable consequences. It is important therefore, tfiat 

services to be privatized are those that can be easily monitored and 

regulated especially by the public sector to ensure that the quality of 

privately produced services is not compromised and prices are kept at 

levels affordable to majority of consumers.

Overall, a key to obtaining the benefits of privatization in any 

infrastructure service is to aggressively encourage competitive market 

forces. Neither government production nor close regulation may be 

necessary if the market is 'contestable' and not colluding. A market is 

contestable if potential entrants restrain the price setting behaviour of 

current producers. The most effective way of ensuring contestability of 

markets is to allow free entry and exit into the markets to the maximum 

extent possible. As Fox (1994) observes, contestable markets require low 

sunk costs. This means that firms have limited losses if they enter an

industry (or choose a location). Low sunk costs is a characteristic often
A

not present in delivery of infrastructure services, some of which require 

high costs and slow or no recovery for capital invested. Since private 

firms are interested in making quick and huge profits it is expected that 

they will only invest in the production and delivery of services that will 

offer high profit opportunities. The investment environment should be 

favourable iw the attainment of these interests.

Telecommunications, electricity generat ion, sol id waste disposal and urban 

transportation appear to have, the greatest capacity for wide-scale 

privatization. This is because these services have the quality of being 

private goods to a considerable level. But some aspect of every
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infrastructure can be privatized. However, for privatization to be 

effective, final responsibility for service provision remains with the 

government through established mechanisms that ensure that the supply of 

privately delivered services is equitable, quality acceptable and, 

affordable.

2-3.4 Common Privatization Modes.

In practice, privatization represents a continuum from purely private 

production through a range of public/private co-operation. On one 

extreme, privatization could take the form of direct private sector 

production and delivery of services with little, if any, public 

involvement e.g; private telecommunication and courier services. In this 

case, several firms compete in an free market for their own economic gain. 

On the other hand, the service may be for captive users, often as .1 backup 

for public sector failure to provide an efficient service e.g, the 

generation of electricity by manufacturers for their own use during public 

sector provided power failure. Here, the element of competition is 

lacking and a private firm engages itself in service production to meet 

it's own needs. On another level, privatization could take the form of 

a small intermediate step in delivery of a larger service such as when 

firms are hired to undertake a specific aspect of that service (e.g;
4

maintenance). Another intermediate form of privatization is when firms 

are contracted to operate public sector facilities. In viev of the 

foregoing therefore, services may be provided by; a) the public sector 

(with or without contracting out production to the private sector), b) the 

public and private sectors in parallel, c) the public and private sectors 

in partnership d) private sector under public supervision through 

franchised monopolies or regulated competition, and (or), e) the private 

sector (including self help,) without public intervention. Below is an
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analysis of the various methods of private sector participation.

i) Contracting.

This is a method of privatization where the government awards a finite 

term contract to a private firm for the delivery of a particular service. 

The private firm is paid for service delivery by the government under the 

terms of the contract. The contract specifications here include standards 

of service that the private firm is expected to achieve and 'the sanctions 

that the government is to impose for non-performance. It also defines 

clearly the period under which the private firm is to operate. It is a 

viable means of securing a service so long as it is possible to adequately 

describe outputs anticipated from the contract.

ii) Franchise.

A local government may award exclusive franchise to a qualified private 

firm for the right and responsibility to provide a service to consumers 

within a zone. In return, the private firm pays a license fee to the 

government and subsequently charges it’s customers appropriate fees to 

cover the cost of service. The fees charged may be regulated by ceilings 

fixed by municipal ordinance. Local governments retain responsibility to

monitor the performance of the private firms having franchise agreements,
1

and to regulate user charges. It also retains the right to renew or 

revoke licenses in accordance with pre-established criteria 

(Stevens:1980).

iii) Concession.

The government may get into a concession arrangement with a firm that 

utilizes government owned resources such as wildlife, water etc. The 

concession is in the form of a long term contractual agreement whereby
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the private firm builds the facility. In some cases, the private firm may 

maintain indefinitely the ownership and operation of this facility while 

in others, it may transfer ownership to the government «fter a specified 

period of private ownership and operation. The concession agreement might 

specify performance standards, methods of judging performance, penalties 

for delay or non-performance, risk assignment, insurance requirements, and 

standards for worker safety and environmental protection 

(Augenbliek:1990).

iv) Open Competition.

In open competition, the government freely allows and licenses qualified 

individual private firms to compete in service provision. Individual 

consumers make private agreements with individual firms and are billed for 

services rendered. No firm holds a zonal monopoly, and any number of 

firms may compete within the same zone. The government's role here 

includes licensing, monitoring and, as needed, sanctioning of the 

activities of private firms. Open competition is straightforward when 

services can be provided competitively and, in many infrastructure 

sectors, it is possible to identify such services and allow private 

provision. Where competition among suppliers is possible, private 

ownership and operation require little or no economic regulation beyond 

that applied to all private firms. The necessary competition can also 

occur across sectors - between road a rail, or between electricity and 

gas. Where systems are being fully or partly privatized and there is no 

cross sectoral competition, regulation may be necessa^’’ to prevent the 

abuse of monopoly power.
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2-4  P r i v a t i z a t i o n  o f  Solid  W as te  M a n a g e m e n t  S e r v i c e s .

2-4.1 Nature of Solid Waste Management.

Solid waste management, which includes the collection, transfer, recovery 

and disposal of municipal solid wastes, is a service for which local 

government is responsible. It is considered a public good for various 

reasons. The service is nonexclusive, meaning that once it is provided 

to some part of the community, it benefits the overall public welfare, not 

only the resident who specifically receives the service. The service is 

also non-rival led, meaning that any resident can enjoy the benefit of the 

service without diminishing the benefit to anyone else (Cointrieau:1994). 

It is therefore nnt feasible to exclude from service those who do not pay, 

because public cleanliness and the safe disposal are essential to public 

health and environmental protection. The qualities of being nonexclusive, 

non-rival led places responsibility for solid waste management within the 

public domain as a public good.

Because solid waste management is an urban issue, the level of government 

responsible is typically local. This however does not mean that local 

government can accomplish this role entirely on it's own. Rather, 

different partners, including non-governmental organizations, community 

based organizations and the private sector are responsible for effective
f

waste management. It is however important to observe that many activities 

within the overall purview of solid waste management vary in the extent 

to which they can be regarded as public goods. For instance, taking into 

consideration the degree to which the solid waste activity is exclusive 

or rivalled, public cleansing which involves public street sweepings and 

cleaning of public parks and lands, public education regarding the 

individuals civic duties in maintaining a clean environment, communal 

refuse collection and transfer to disposal site and, ttr sanitary landfill
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and safe refuse disposal, are often considered to be public goods 

(Cointreau:1994). They are considered so because each of them benefits 

the public at large and not any specific individual and are required for 

environmental protection. As public goods therefore, the cost of these 

services is expected to be covered through general revenues of local 

government. On the other hand, depending on the education and culture of 

the city residents, door to door collection of refuse to households, 

institutions, industrial and commercial enterprises, resource recovery 

which includes the door to door collection and sale of recyclables, can 

comfortably be considered private goods. This is especially so in 

communities where residents have been sensitized to the need for public 

cleanliness and to the problem of limited resources (or efficiencies) of 

government (Schubeller:1996). The assumption here is that those being 

serviced will be more readily willing to pay. However, in communities 

where residents have not been similarly sensitized, there will be 

resistance to direct user charges and a tendency towards indiscriminate 

dumping. In this case therefore, solid waste collection cannot be 

discontinued without jeopardizing public welfare.

2-4.2 Contextual Issues in Privatizing S.W.M.

The aim of the government and the private sector in providing solid waste
4

management services is based on two entirely different perspectives; for 

the private sector, the fundamental concern is whether the delivery of 

service will make money. For the government, cae of the many 

considerations is whether it will save money thro gh private, sector 

participation. In developing policies for private sector ;>art eipation 

in solid waste management, a number of contextual issues are usually 

considered as criteria for decision making. These include issues of cost 

recovery, efficiency, accountability, management, economies ol* scale,
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legislation, institutional management, finance and cost.

i) Resource Recovery Context.

In developing countries, resource recovery (composting, waste to energy 

incineration, etc), can provide more environmentally safe disposal of 

solid waste compared to the sanitary landfill (Cointreau:1994). Pesource 

recovery, though usually significantly more costly than the sanitary 

landfill, helps in saving foreign exchange, the conservation of natural 

resources and the minimization of waste disposal costs. While this is 

true, recycling is seldom achieved at an optimal level when left entirely 

to market forces. Even in the poorest countries, many recyclable

materials that could have been effectively recycled to the benefit of 

these countries remain in disposal sites. Thus recycling can be labelled 

a merit good. And in recognition of this, many governments are beginning, 

through a variety of strategies, to promote recycling. It is important 

that the strategy for privatizing this aspect of solid waste management

is such that it will encourage more firms to participate* in it.

©

ii) The Cost Context.

Second to efficiency, the main objective in privatizing municipal solid 

waste management services is cost reduction. In this case, aggregate
i

costs include the cost of purchasing, operating and maintaining equipment 

(including depreciation), debt service, personnel benefits, and disposal 

costs including land acquisition and human resettlement. Tn developing 

countries, the cost of solid waste management is higher than in 

industrialized countries since incomes in the former are relatively lower. 

Solid waste management therefore consumes a higher percentage of personal 

income. Similarly, costs attributable to equipment purchase, debt 

service, spare parts, fuel and oil are typically much higher because of
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the high tariffs and interest rates that characterize these countries' 

economies (Cointreau:1994).

A low cost of service delivery would be one that is lowar that the cost 

of government service (including the cost that the go ernment incurs in 

monitoring the performance of the private sector). Since the bulk (95%) 

of resources for municipal solid waste management are usually spent on 

collection and public cleansing, this is one area that should be given 

priority for privatization as competition and efficiency are likely to 

yield the benefit of lowering costs. And because solid waste disposal and 

transfer systems are more capital intensive than the collection and 

sweeping systems, private sector participation could be examined as a way 

to mobilize the financial resources necessary for the execution of these 

very crucial aspects of solid waste management.

iii) Economies of Scale Context.

One reason that solid waste management is viewed as a possible arena for 

private sector participation is that the economies of scale are not 

pronounced. This is in contrast to the case of water, electricity and 

telecommunications that have significant economies of scale over large 

geographical areas that they are often referred to as natural monopolies 

(Sicular:1991). In solid waste management, there are economies of scale 

to a limited extent depending on the specific aspect in the solid waste 

management process and the area under which the waste management agency 

is set to operate. Each of these aspects has at least one characteristic 

that brings about economies of scale. For low ineome soli i waste 

collection, it is the high density population, coupled with lower waste 

Quantities per capita, that offers economies of scale. Assuming a daily 

neighborhood waste generation of about 0.35 kilograms per capita in these
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areas, one 3-tone vehicle, making 5 trips a day (thus ferrying 15 tones) 

can serve 10,000 to 40,000 residents. For high income areas, i : is the 

easy accessibility to households that creates economies of scale. This 

allows for large capacity compaction vehicles to be used. Assuming a 

daily neighborhood waste generation rate of about i).6 kilograms per 

capita, a 6 tone capacity vehicle, making 2 trips a day (thus ferrying 18 

tones), can serve about 20,000 residents. In transfer systems, it is the 

large carrying capacity of the hauling vehicle that yields economies of 

scale. Assuming a city wide waste generation rate of about 0.7 kilograms 

per capita per day, one 20 tones vehicle, making 4 trips per day (thus 

ferrying 80 tones), can serve 115,000 residents. In systems that use 

compaction devices to fill the trailer trucks, one stationary compactor 

moves about 60 tones per hour (480 tones per day) thus serving about 

685,000 residents. For the sanitary landfill, the centrality of the

location makes it possible to use minimum equipment (i.e, a few 

bulldozers) to spread and grade refuse for their daily soil cover. 

Assuming a citywide generation rate of about 0.70 kilograms per capita, 

one bulldozer of 200 horsepower can handle about 400 tones a day, thus 

dispose off large quantities of waste and serving about 570,000 residents. 

All these aspects lend themselves to situations that create economies of 

scale that are area or activity specific thus making it easier for
4

specialized private sector participation,

iv). The Management Context-

One of the most frequently noted advantages of the private sec or over 

government is it's management flexibility. In most developing co.mtries, 

whenever government manages a service provision process, it's performance 

is constrained by a variety of factors. Public service agencies for 

instance have restrictive working hours and hiring and dismissal laws,
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inadequate supervision of an overly redundant labour forc^ and, inadequate

remuneration for supervisors. All these contribute to low
©

supervisor/worker, productivity and, consequently, poor execution of the

solid waste management functions (Shirley:1991). Developing countries

also experience inadequate skilled manpower (mechanics and technicians)

for the maintenance of waste collection fleet. In addition, repair

operations are bogged down with burdensome bureaucratic procedures that
>

constrain spare part acquisition, and consequently strangle the waste 

collection and disposal exercise (Cointreau:1989). On the other hand, 

private sector management has greater ease in firing personnel for non

performance and in providing upward mobility for workers with good 

performance. Also, the private sector is not constrained to government 

working hours and overtime restrictions.

Private sector participation is not the only way to introduce management 

flexibility into the system. The goal can be effectively accomplished by 

commercializing the public solid waste management, entity. However, lack 

of political will by government to induce such changes in the public 

sector makes private sector involvement a more feasible option.

v). The Efficiency Context.
t

Solid waste management in developing countries is characterized by low

level of service despite the relatively high level of expenditure
*

committed to the process. Tn.response to this, the main argument raised 

Tor private sector participation is that the private sector might be more 

efficient in the use of scarce resources and in the provision of services 

than the public sector. Private sector efficiency is said to derive from 

management flexibility, freedom of action, greater financial discipline, 

and accountability to market forces. Presumably, in a competitive
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environment, private firms must perform efficiently to make a profit and 

to maintain their position in the market place. For the private sector 

to achieve optimum efficiency however, there must be true competition with 

many non-colluding firms in the market. In general, conditions leading 

to efficiency captured by the private sector in many countries include; 

smaller firms, younger crews, lower absenteeism, wages and benefit costs, 

more flexible scheduling, efficient vehicle routing, better vehicle 

design, managerial incentives, faster vehicle repairs, vehicle 

standardization and competition (Dillinger:1988, Leite:1991, PURSE;1991, 

ISW:1975).

vi). The Institutional Context.

Privatizing some aspect of municipal solid waste service delivery does not 

in any way take away the need for local government to be fully responsible 

for the solid waste management service. In order to decide on the role 

that local government must play in solid waste management, it is important 

to delineate the levels of waste management that may be easy candidates 

for privatization, and those that are not. Collection and street sweeping 

activities are aspects in solid waste management that are mostly targeted 

for privatization (Wiradisastra:1991). While there is a notion that these 

services are simple and do not require specialized knowledge and 

equipment, to do it efficiently requires substantial planning ability, 

appropriate equipment and, continuous managerial optimization of vehicle 

and worker productivity. On the other hand, governments are usually 

hesitant to privatize solid waste transfer and disposal activities 

(Wunsch:1991). This is because of the significant externalities (spill

overs) such as water and air pollution likely to be a consequence of 

improper handling of these aspects.
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Both central and local government need to maintain a significant role on 

these two levels of solid waste management. For instance, some issues 

that are directly related to enabling private sector participation to 

realize low costs can be dealt with only at the central level. These 

include the minimization of risks related to national inflation, currency 

convertibility, fuel prices, pricing policies, and taxes. They also 

include incentives such as guarantees for any borrowing, assumption of 

foreign exchange risk, tax incentives, duty exemptions and special lines 

of credit. There is also need for central government to establish a 

standardization policy and an effective regulatory framework to deal with 

possible externalities in the solid waste management process. On another 

level, local government must be have adequately designated responsibility, 

with commensurate authority to negotiate, manage, monitor, and enforce 

competent contracts with private sector participants. To do so, it must 

have a willing political leadership and be staffed with competent 

personnel as part of the decision to privatize solid waste management 

services.

vii). Legislative context.

Laws influence the private sector significantly in it's assessment of 

whether to become involved in solid waste management services. Reputable 

firms want an environment where they can compete equitably, fairly and 

with minimal risk. For example, before investing in building, owning and 

operating a sanitary landfill for public use, they will want 

environmentally sound safe disposal practices to be required by law and 

enforced on all competitors by penalty. And before signing documents in 

response to government procurement, they will want an assurance that the 

government will follow procurement regulations governing fair competition 

(Cointreau:1994).
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iix) The Public Accountability Context.

Government, which represents the public at large, has a special ob] igation 

to be accountable to public values. In this capacity, each government 

needs to carefully consider the decision to privatize in a manner that 

will ensure equitable distribution of services, good pay, benefits and 

working conditions for those who produce them, and the promotion of public 

safety and environmental protection. In many instances, the government, 

which seldom has the incentives to view the consumer as a client fails to 

be accountable. Donahue (1989) observes that it is for this reason that 

governments would be willing to privatize solid waste management services. 

This way, it is prone to blame the private sector whenever citizens are 

unhappy with the service being received. All in all, the private sector, 

under pressure from competitors, presents more chances of being 

accountable to the public than the public sector.

2-4.3 Common S.W.M Privatization Modes,

i). Contracting.

Contracting is well suited for discreet activities within the solid waste 

system, such as the operation of a transfer station or sanitary landfill. 

In Bogota and Buenos Aires, private firms operate the sanitary landfill 

under contract with the local authorities (Bartone:1990f .  Contracting to
i

lease equipment, rather than obtain service, is another way of obtaining 

equipment especially when resource for purchasing new equipment is 

limited. This has been practiced in Bolivia where private firms provide 

70% of the waste collection fleet including vehicles, drivers fuel and 

maintenance (Wunsch:1991). Contracts can also be given to private firms 

to collect refuse.
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ji). Franchise.

Franchise is applicable to solid waste systems because economies of 

service are attainable only when waste is collected along a contiguous 

route or within an exclusive zone (Dillinger:1988). The government,

recognizing this, sometimes awards a franchise or a finite long-term 

monopoly to a private firm for the delivery of the solid waste collection 

service. However, for such a franchise to be effective, it is important 

that in those areas, all of the households and establishments can be 

readily educated to be concerned about public cleanliness. Only then 

would it be possible for a public company holding a franchise to obtain 

full cooperation and cost recovery (Cointreau:1994).

iii). Concession.

By national law in most countries, local governments own all waste within 

their boundaries, once it has been discharged for collection and disposal. 

For the self-serving reason of reducing it’s work loadgand cutting down 

on costs, if not for humanitarian and environmental, purposes, local 

governments usually offer concessions to private sector firms to encourage 

the recycling and recovery of resources from refuse. The concession may 

enable the private firm to recycle materials (paper, plastic, metal, 

glass) from refuse, to recover resources (compost, heat, electricity) from 

refuse, or to transfer or dispose of refuse. As with all private sector 

arrangements concessions clearly specify the rights and responsibilities 

of each party - namely; the right of the private firm to recover and sell 

the recyclable found in the waste brought to the landfill and 

responsibility to operate the landfill to meet specified environmental 

standards and, the city's right to monitor the environmental conditions 

of the landfill and the responsibility to bring a guaranteed quantity of 

non-hazardous municipal waste to the landfill (Cointreau:1994).
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iv). Open Competition.

The government may also freely allow private companies to compete for

refuse collection, recycling or disposal services. In open competition

(often termed as private subscription), households and firms make private

arrangements with individual firms for refuse collection and/or disposal.

Consequently, private firms bear the costs of billing and collecting waste

from customers. No firm holds a zonal monopoly and any number of firms

may compete within the same zone. Because of this, "economies of

contiguity" that would be received if one firm served the area and in turn
*

picked up the waste from each establishment (Dillinger:1988).
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CHAPTER THREE: BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY PROBLEM.

3-1 U r b a n  I n f r a s t r u c t u r e  S e r v i c e s  in  D e v e l o p i n g  C o u n t r i e s .

3-1.1 General Characteristics.

To assesses the status of infrastructure services in developing countries 

various indicators are used. These include; a) the amounts of resources
a

that governments and other actors allocate to infrastructure investments,

b) the level of access to infrastructure services by the users and, c) the
>

efficiency of operation and delivery of infrastructure facilities and services 

respectively.

i) Investment Volume.

In general, in terms of value added, infrastructure investments account for 

between 7% and 11% of GDP in developing countries. They constitute about 

20% of total investments (and 27% of public investments) in low income 

countries. Among medium income countries, infrastructure is even more 

important, constituting 22% of total investment and 58% of public sector 

investments (World Bank: 1994). The level to which infrastructure services 

are viewed as being important varies from country to country and 

determines the amount of resources allocated to their provision.

ii) . Service Access.

Access to infrastructure in urban areas of developing count ies has 

improved somewhat in recent years. Between 1980 and 1990, the coverage 

by electrical power distribution rose from 70% to 74% of the urban 

population, while water supply coverage increased from 77% to 82% and 

sanitation from 69% to 72% (Israel:1992). However, estimates show that the 

accessibility to services still falls way below the expected levels. The world 

Health Organization estimates that more than 25% of the urban pc~>ulation 

does not have access to safe drinking water and that l:ss than 60% of UlC
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urban population worldwide had access to adequate sanitation in 1937 - less 

than 30% were connected to sewerage systems. Typically, between one 

quarter and one half of the solid waste generated in urban areas is actually 

collected and disposed off (UNDP: 1991). The low income urban populations 

generally tend to be the losers when it comes to gaining access to 

infrastructure services. For instance, in Mexico, 50% of’the poorest fifth of 

households were found to be connected to the public water supply as 

compared to 95% of the wealthiest fifth. This is a typical stenario in many 

other developing countries (UNICEF:1992, World Bank:1994).

iii). Operating Efficiency.

Losses and excessive costs resulting from inefficient infrastructure 

operation are enormous. Studies by the World Bank indicate that the 

savings which could theoretically be achieved by raising technical 

operating efficiency of three sectors (electricity, water and rail-roads) up 

to the level of current best practices would amount to $55 billion - the 

equivalent of about one quarter of the annual infrastructure investments 

in these countries. Improvement of fiscal efficiency - for example, the 

collection of payment for delivered services which are presently not 

recovered from users - would raise an additional $123 billion, equal to about 

60% of the annual infrastructure investment (World Bank:1994).

3-1.2 The Kenyan Case.

i). Institutional Responsibility for Delivery.

In Kenya, basic needs and facilities are provided by the central government 

through Local Authorities. Initially, the central government wris itself 

involved in the production or delivery of most urban s**'vices. However, 

with the growth of urban areas and resources, this role was relinquished 

to local authorities. For instance, as is the tradition in many other urban
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centers within Kenya, the provision of urban infrastructure services in the 

city of Nairobi is the responsibility of the City Council. These include; the 

construction and operation of water and sewerage systems, &nd the 

provision of electricity and services such as sanitation and garbage 

collection, among others. The Central Government however still retains it’s 

role as the chief policy making body regarding the provision of 

infrastructure services.

ii) Financing Urban Infrastructure in Kenya.

Although the government may get involved in financing major 

infrastructure investments, their role is limited to financing the 

construction and operation of major facilities such as sucb-as electric power 

generation plants. In some cases, it may be involved in the direct provision 

of services such as tele-communication. The delivery of most urban 

infrastructure services in Kenya is to be facilitated by the use of finances 

accruing from taxes levied on the towns residents. These include service 

charges and user fees charged by local authorities. Recently however, due 

to the increasing demand for welfare improvement facilities and services, 

the role of the public sector (government) in financing service provision 

has become increasingly difficult. As a result, there has been increased 

involvement of other actors including the private sector, Non-govermiental
i

Organizations and Local communities to this end.

3-1.2 Explaining Poor Performance.

Although by virtue of their substantial contribution to Gross Domestic 

Product (GDP) the urban sector is a principle engine-of development 

(Dillinger:l994), cities do not deliver on the promise of a better quality of 

life to the extent that they could. And despite the relatively high level of 

finances dedicated to the development and delivery of infrastructure
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facilities and services respectively, the quantity and quality of

infrastructure services in major cities is poor. Together with the somewhat

universal agreement that the rate of urbanization and urban growth far

outstrips the capacity of local governments to respond to infrastructure

demands, two major schools have emerged in an attempt to explain what

accounts for this poor performance. One blames it on malfunctions inherent

in urban management institutions while the other, more specifically on the
»

nature of the urban infrastructure delivery system. The arguments 

advanced for each are further outlined below.

^  i). Urbanization trends and Consequences.

In recent decades, most third world nations have experienced a very rapid 

growth in their urban populations. In the developing world, urban centers 

have grown from the ancient trading posts or forts based on the divine rule 

of a king or emperor, through the colonial trading and administrative 

centers, to the large metropolis of the post colonial era. Currently, the 

third world remains essentially on the frontiers of an urban explosion 

similar to the one experienced in the developed world in the late nineteenth 

and early twentieth century. For instance, despite the generally low levels 

of urbanization in the rest of the world (including other developing 

countries), Africa is experiencing the highest rates of urbanization 

averaging 4.6% per annum (United Nations: 1991). Here, the urban 

population has increased from 33 million in 1950, to 176 million in 1985. It is 

estimated that this is likely to reach 903 million by the year 2025 (Obudho 

et.al:1994).

The percentage of population living in cities with over 500,000 inhabitants 

rose rapidly from 6 to 41 between 1960 and 1980 with the number of ufba11 

centers themselves rising from 3 to 28. Forecasts show that the lar£eSl
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urban centers will continue to grow faster than the middle sized and small 

ones and indeed, urban centers with more than one million inhabitants are 

likely to triple in size - reaching as many as 64 'millionaire’ urban centers 

by the turn of the century (Obudho:1994).

Ideally, urbanization may yield positive consequences. For instance, the 

concentration of population provides many cost advantages for a cleaner 

environment, better environmental health and comprehensive coverage for 

health-care and emergency services. It greatly reduces the unit cost of 

providing each building with piped water, sanitation, garbage collection, 

paved roads, electricity, drains, etc. Whereas this has been the case in 

developed countries, the high rate of urbanization in developing countries

poses grave developmental challenges for governments apd other agencies
©

concerned. The spatial impacts and consequences are uneven among 

countries as well as within urban areas themselves.

In Africa, urbanization has created many practical administrative

difficulties in planning and implementation of local public services thereby 

making urban centers sites of a wide variety of social, economic and 

environmental problems. With such high growth rates, most urban

governments have simply been unable to grasp the implications of a 

population that doubles every nine years. As a result, general urban 

management problems now affect both large and secondary cities. For 

instance, much of the population lives in shelters and neighborhoods with 

little or no provision of the infrastructure and services which are essential 

to health in an urban environment (Satterthawaite:1993).
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ii) . Urban Management and Administration.

Many scholars express their dissatisfaction with the administrative 

framework within which urban management and consequently, the provision 

of infrastructure services takes place in developing countries. On one 

level, they point to the administrative malfunctions between the two levels 

of government responsible for service provision. Critics of the present, 

often centralized, structure of government in developing^countries argue 

that such structures are incapable responsive ’ administration

(Dillinger: 1994). In most cases, they are usually too centralized, 

proscriptive and control oriented (UNCHS:1991), hence denying local 

authorities and other public infrastructure service delivery agencies the 

administrative independence they need to be efficient. Excessive control 

by the central government prevents them from making any meaningful 

decisions locally (UNCHS:1991).

iii) . Urban Management Malfunctions.

Criticism is directed at public agencies (parastatals, boards, etc) which, 

alongside local authorities, are usually responsible for service delivery in 

developing countries. These exist as monopolies and bestow on themselves 

the sole responsibility for the provision of a wide range of urban services 

and in so doing, claiming to do much more than they can handle. To
i

complicate the situation, they are riddled with numerous management 

malfunctions and internal administrative problems. These include: 

bureaucratic dysfunctions, corruption, financial mismanagement and other 

elements of malfeasance (Hines: 1992). In addition, they lack skilled and 

committed personnel and frequently do not ensure adequate supervision 

and maintenance of service delivery operations und existing facilities 

respectively.

*
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iv) Urban service delivery system.

As has been demonstrated in the paragraphs above, much of the earlier 

work on urban service delivery systems (particularly by the donor 

community), focused on the internal administration of municipal 

government. Urban service failures were seen to be resulting from 

administrative problems emanating from the relationship between the two 

levels of government (central and local), which tended to interfere directly
p

or indirectly with the provision of services. They were also seen as a 

problem of internal administration malfunctions - specifically poor tax 

administration, poor accounting and, poor capital investment budgeting. In 

retrospect however, these explanations now appear to have been a narrow 

definition as approaches taken to address them have yielded little success.

Some scholars contends that urban service delivery problems cannot be

addressed by taking the organizational context as given and attempting to

change the behaviour of one organization - municipal government or public

service delivery agencies Dillinger (1994). Rather, they see it as a problem

with the public sector system as an agent of service provision. They argue

that the public sector is insensitive to internal and external factors which

impinge on the efficiency and effectiveness of the organization. These may

range from factors motivating individuals within the organization (such as 
* $  

incentives to employees) and the behaviour of, and pressure from consumer

interest groups, workers unions and central government regulators

respectively (Ostrom et al:1993). It has been argued that, since incentives

rarely exist for central government ministries and public corporations to

perceive citizens as their clientele, the extent to which their policies

respond to the needs and priorities of their populations is found wanting

(Rondinelli:1990). For instance, governments have failed to adopt to the

rapid demographic and economic. Similarly, they have failed to articulate
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demand and «s a result, have been incapable of ensuring adequate provision 

of water supply, solid and liquid waste management systems, e.t.c.

3-2  So l id  W as te  M a n a g e m e n t  in  D e v e l o p i n g  C o u n t r i e s .

3-2.1 General.

Over the last few years, the problem of solid waste management has 

received considerable attention in both developed and developing 

countries. Municipal solid waste management has attracted increasing 

attention from bilateral and multilateral development agencies, due to the 

mounting urgency of urban environmental problems (as identified, for 

example, in Agenda 21 chapters 7 and 21) and increasing concern for 

capacity building at the level of municipal management (United 

Nations:1992).

In developed countries, forward planning, availability of technical and 

to a large extent, financial resources and fairly static population growth 

rates have made possible the provision of adequate facilities and 

services. In developing countries however, proper collection and disposal 

of solid waste is a major problem. Rising growth r;tes, coupled with 

increasing volumes of waste, rising collection and disposal costs, 

decreasing availability of resources and above all, the rising 

environmental awareness among the urban populace, have made the challenge 

of municipal solid waste management quite immense. In most cities of 

developing countries, waste management is inadequate: a significant 

portion of the population does not have access to a waste collection 

service and only a fraction of the generated waste is actually collected. 

In Guatemala city for instance, of the 1100 tons of garbage generated 

daily, only some 750 tons are collected by private and municipal agencies; 

the rest is thrown into clandestine garbage dumps or left to rot in the
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rains surrounding the city (Di Pace et al:1992). In Pq^t-au-Prince, only 

37% of the solid waste generated is collected. Inhabitants liviig close 

to rivers throw their garbage directly into the river. In other areas, 

waste is disposed of through open air burning close to housing. The fumes

from incomplete combustion of the waste cause significant air pollution 

(Benoit et.al:1991). There are however exceptions to this seemingly 

terrible situation. In some developing countries, the situation is
k

slightly different. In a research conducted by Leitmann (1991), almost 

95% of the households in the Sao Paulo Metropolitan area reported that 

their waste was collected. In Jakarta, about 80% of the solid waste is 

collected and transported to open dump sites (Clarke et al:1991). Though 

the situation in these two cases may seem much better in terms of 

collection efficiency, the authors observe that this may not be the case. 

There is evidence of improper and inappropriate waste handling practices. 

In the former, though the private sector collects and disposes a total of 

16,000 tons of solid waste daily, 3,600 tons are left to be collected and 

disposed of informally. Much of this waste is industrial, of which 20% 

is hazardous. In the latter, considerable amounts of waste are buried, 

burned and thrown away thereby clogging drainage channels and causing 

extensive flooding during the rainy season.

3-2.2 The Kenyan Case.

i). Institutional Responsibility.
O

to
In Kenya, the responsibility for solid waste management is vested in the 

Ministry of Health, Local authorities and local communities. Basically, 

the present waste management system in Kenya borrows heavily from the 1875

Public Health Act of London. This entails the removal of garbage from 

activity areas by a sanitary authority on appointed days. Under the 

Public Health Ordinance of 1920, the occupier of any activity premise is
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obliged to place refuse in a moveable receptacle to facilitate collection 

by the sanitary agency (Mwaura:1991). These acts has since been 

transformed into the Public Health Act Cap 242 of the laws of Kenya 

(specifically section 188b). This act is further reinforced through the 

Local Government Act Cap 265 which gives local authorities the powers to 

formulate and enforce by-laws to govern the management of solid wastes 

within their areas of jurisdiction.

ii). An analysis of Performance.

According to the Kenyan government, the accumulation of refuse remains a 

serious problem in most urban centers. A recent survey on garbage 

collection revealed that 65% of the towns needed improved services. Only 

35% of the towns collected garbage at least once a week; most of them 

being the smaller towns (GOK:1985). However, the majority of them record 

poor performance. In most urban areas, collection is infrequent and often 

exhibits poor handling of refuse. While priority is given to the central 

business district and high income areas, little attention is given to low 

income areas and slum settlements. As a result, indiscriminate dumping 

in poorly served areas is rampant. Burning of mixed solid wastes is also 

practiced often leading to air pollution thereby increasing health risks 

(GOK:1994). This deplorable state is even more serious in tha major 

cities of Nairobi, Mombasa, Kisumu and Nakuru where daily refuse 

accumulations out-pace the quantity disposed off despite the acquisition 

of more vehicles, an increased injection of funds and the involvement of 

the private sector in garbage collection (GOK:1995).

Problems of solid waste in Kenya's urban areas can be attributed to a 

variety of problems emanating from malfunctions and management problems' 

of local authorities and the culture and attitude of urban residents and 

other waste generating activities. Collection inefficiencies are mainly
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caused by serious financial constrains facing local authorities which 

makes it difficult to acquire enough equipment. Since the cost charged 

for service to the consumers is inelastic, the overall revenues collected 

are inadequate and do not cover the total cost of solid waste management. 

As a result, the local authorities are unable to purchase garbage 

collection trucks and are forced to use old vehicles which breakdown 

frequently. Local authorities in many urban areas also use inappropriate 

vehicles such as open trucks/tractors and highly automated vehicles. The 

problem with the former is that they are slow and have lower cai>acities

as they do not compact waste resulting in fewer trips per day and higher
\  0

costs. The latter are normally meant to be used in developing countries
©

and therefore inappropriate for the Kenyan scene. Since they are 

imported, spare parts are frequently unavailable and thus remain grounded 

for long. With this kind of scenario, it would be unrealistic to expect 

the solid waste situation in Kenyan towns and cities to improve.

On another level, departments responsible for solid waste management lack 

skilled and administrative personnel - a problem leading to wrong 

prioritization, use of poor waste handling practices, poor supervision of 

waste collection activities and other inefficiencies.

i

3 -3  P r i v a t i z a t i o n  in  D e v e lo p in g  C o u n t r i e s .

3-3.1 Privatization of Infrastructure services.

As we have already seen in preceding chapters, as a result of a number of 

factors, the state of urban infrastructure in the third world is 

deteriorating at an alarming rate. Infrastructure projects and faeil ities 

do not match the ever-growing urban population while those that exist are 

plagued by problems of insufficient maintenance and mismanagement. As a 

result, infrastructure services in the third world are seldom responsive
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to users whose demands for services of varying quality and affordability 

often go un-met even when they are willing and able to pay for them. As 

the World Dank observes, the problem lies mostly in the institutional 

arrangement for providing infrastructure services. The bank identifies 

three reasons along these lines that could be taken to account for the 

poor performance. First, it takes cognizance of the fact that in most
(jfo

third world countries, the delivery of infrastructure services usually
»

takes place in a market structure with one dominating characteristic - the 

absence of competition. Most infrastructure services in developing 

countries are provided by centrally managed monopolistic public 

enterprises or central government departments. Secondly, those charged 

with the responsibility for delivering infrastructure services are rarely 

given the managerial and financial autonomy they need to do their work 

properly. They are compelled to deliver services below cost. On the 

other hand they are rarely held accountable for their actions. Thirdly, 

users of infrastructure both actual and potential are not well positioned 

to make their demands felt and investment decision are all the often based 

on extrapolations of past consumption rather than on time assessments of 

affective demand and affordability (World Bank:1994). Individually, each 

of these three points is important. Together, they go a long way toward 

explaining the disappointing past performance of much infrastructure. The
i i

bank contends that rival suppliers and infrastructure users might have 

exerted pressure for better services, but they were prevented from doing 

so. And governments by confusing their roles as owner, regulator and 

operator - have failed to improve service delivery.

It appears that, while aiming to enhance the role of cities in national 

development, governments in developing countries tend to ignore the 

inst,itutional-management-capacity dimension. Instead ik>st governments in
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past decades have tended to merely expand capacity by making new 

investments as a solution to infrastructure problems. The poor- 

performance of planned economies has however provoked a re-assessment of

the state's role in economic activity. As a result, an awareness is
ft

growing in many countries that government provision has not been, and 

seldom will ever be, adequate. Aware of this, governments in developing 

countries are increasingly putting in place institutional and 

organizational innovations aimed at ensuring that supply systems are more 

efficient and responsive to the needs of users and, capable of adequately 

meeting the ever-growing demand for infrastructure services. While many 

of these governments have in the past tried to remedy the situation by 

reforming the public sector, continued failure in their efforts has 

prompted many of them to consider other options. In recent: years, 

governments have recognized the importance of the private sector in 

bringing about development through industrialization and job creation. 

Similarly, upon the realization that the private sector is a stakeholder 

in the development process, they have sought to enlist private sector 

participation in the implementation of government policies and projects. 

This is especially the case where infrastructure investments arc 

inadequate and services poor. Emerging clearly among these efforts is the 

trend towards privatization of infrastructure service delivery systems as
f

evidenced by numerous examples in developing countries. Most dramatic 

have been the privatization of such enterprises as the telephone system 

in Mexico, and the power system in Chile {World Bank:1994). Elsewhere, 

various forms of partnerships between government and the private sector 

have evolved. Port facilities have been leased to private operators e.g 

in Malaysia and, concessions granted to private firms us in the case of* 

road maintenance in Kenya. On another level, the provision of 

infrastructure, services under franchise terms has been pursued by many
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i,i
especially under the build-operate-transfer (BOT) arrangement under which

private firms construct an infrastructure facility and then operate it for

a number of years before finally transferring ownership and operation to

the client (the government and other public sector agencies). The

approach has been used to construct power generating plants in China and
*

The Philippines (Schubeller:1996). Leases and concessions are working

well for railways in Argentina, for water supply in Buenos Aires and
>

Guinea and port facilities in Colombia, Ghana and the Philippines 

(Fox:1994).

Private ownership and operation of infrastructure facilities is increasing 

- both through new entry by private firms in infrastructure markets and 

through divestiture of public ownership of entire systems. In Kenya, the 

huge profit margins make the public bus system's market contestable and 

easy entry is almost assured by favourable government policies. As a 

result, public transportation (apart from rail transport) is fully 

privatized and adequately meets the transportation needs of both inter- 

urban and intra-urban commuters and goods transit. Operation and 

maintenance of a number of services is already performed by the private 

sector in some developing countries. For instance, many cities in China 

have periodic and routine road maintenance performed by the private 

sector. Operation and maintenance for water supply is less frequently 

contracted out although many cities allow private involvement in some 

aspects (Fox 1994:64). With diminishing availability of donor funds, and 

recognizing the need to mobilize resources to expand and improve services, 

most countries are now relying on domestic sources to sustain their 

infrastructure programs. As a result, private financing, in one form or 

another, now accounts for 7 percent of total infrastructure fina icing in 

developing countries. This figure is expected to double by the year 2000
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(World Dank:1994).

3-3.2 Privatization of Solid Waste Management Services.

There is substantial evidence that the participation of the private sector- 

in Municipal solid waste management is becoming increasingly common in 

recent decades. A study on private sector participation in Seoul showed 

that approximately 35% of the solid waste is collected by 85 private 

contractors (Cointreau:1984). Many other countries have been 

experimenting with the private contracting of collection serv.ee. In 

1988, Jakarta begun experimenting in 261 subdistrict (10% of th* city's 

waste generating area) comprising of middle to high income residential 

areas in relatively laid out developments (Powel 1:1991). In 1985 in 

Nigeria, after a five year period of open competition among private refuse 

collection, the Lagos Solid Waste Disposal Board (LSWDB) divided the city 

of lagos into zones and awarded contracts to about 100 selected 

contractors to collect industrial and commercial waste from large 

generators in these zones (Cointreau:1989). In most of these cojntries,
a

private contractors are relatively small firms with an average of not more
0  .

than 6 vehicles. Although no comparative study has been done in 

developing countries to measure the effectiveness of soli! waste 

contracts, it is generally observed that contracting holds the greatest
I

promise for developing countries as a way of lowering costs 

(Dillinger:1988). And in Jakarta, residents in the neighborhoods served 

by the private sector expressed satisfaction with the quality of service 

and the price they were paying (Powell:1991).

Other forms of private sector involvement have also been implennnted in 

the third world. In Ibadan (Nigeria) for instance, private franchise of 

residential collection in high income laid-out areas was implemented in
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1085. These were divided into ten zones and six firms contracted to 

collect refuse. Significant improvements in city cleanliness resulted. 

Many Ibadan residents however, complained that they were not given free 

choice to select their designated company and indeed, some of the 

companies turned out not to be reliable performers (Cointreau:1934).

In developing countries, concessions are also common. The most common
>

form of concessions in the third world is the "Buy back center" where

recyclable are purchased from individuals, processed into usable products,

and sold to industries. These centers are purely market driven and

receive no government support. Their profits are solely based on the

difference in price received from industry versus that paid to

individuals. Due to numerous problems that recycling firms fece, the

activity is not very common in the third world. In some cities, limited

competition exists among buy-back centers because tjiere is limited

competition for recycled materials among industries or because access to©

waste is politically manipulated by local government officials, [n these 

cities also, the price paid for recyclable is both controlled and nominal. 

As a result, the waste workers enter into a patronizing relationship with 

and become highly dependent on one buyer (Shirley:1991). In cities like 

Bangkok however, extensive competition, free access to waste and
t

relatively good pay for waste pickers, have led 1CKX) licensed buy-back 

centers to aggressively participate in waste recycling with significant 

cost recovery, economic, and environmental benefits (Cointreau:1989). 

Another form of private sector involvement in solid waste management in 

the third world is open competition. As discussed earlier, in 1985, 

private franchise of residential collection in high income laid-o.it areas 

was implemented in Ibadan. In 1987, the city switched to an open 

competition system for the high income households and establishments,
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wherein licensed private companies were allowed to compete for clients

throughout the city (Sudol:1991). However, in Ibadan and other cities of

. Adeveloping countries where open competition has been tried, the system has

tended to be more costly than public service, franchise or concession.

This is because in most cases, true competition at a significant level

does not exist, and there is a tendency for private firms to collude

especially in price setting. In Nigeria for instance, there are

associations of private refuse companies in the states of Lagos and Oyo.

These companies make agreements on prices thereby making the burden to the

consumer unbearable. Also, Unfavourable economic conditions especially

constant fluctuation in the value of local currencies, makes it difficult

for sustained and reliable private sector participation in solid waste

management as there is easy exit of firms when the profit potential of the

refuse collection business is down Cointreau:1989, 1994).

It appears that all forms of private sector involvement in solid waste 

management, are found in the third world. Each experience boars a 

considerable share of successes and failures depending on the context. 

However, it has been shown adequately that the greatest opportunity for 

involving the private sector in solid waste management lies iri having 

private firms provide collection service under contract terms. This is 

because of the many advantages inherent in such an arrangement. First, 

contracted firms are unlikely to be faced by internal organizational 

problems that commonly plague the public sector such as excessive staff, 

obsolete equipment, cumbersome procurement procedures !ior spare parts, 

inflexible work schedules, limitations on management changes and, 

inadequate supervision among others. Secondly external factors also 

contribute to the efficiency of the contracted firm. Municipal 

government, liberated from the preoccupation of managing a huge
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unresponsive work force and from routine task supervision, finds it much 

more easier to reprimand a contractor at arms length thus ensuring that 

standards are adhered to (Davey:1993). It has also been observed that 

contracting assists in making the public sector more efficient when it 

provides services in competition with private contractors 

(Cointreau:1994).

3-3.3 The. Kenyan Case.

In Kenya, the government recognizes the inadequacies in basic urban 

infrastructure facilities and emphasizes the urgent need for the expansion 

and rehabilitation of such facilities and structure to improve human 

settlements' environment and pledges commitment to undertake appropriate 

measures to remedy the situation (GOK:1994). The government observes 

that, to fulfil their role effectively, cities and towns will have to be 

properly administered and competently managed and must have adequate 

resources to operate and maintain public services efficiently. In 

financing urban infrastructure, the government commits itself to 

formulating policies that encourage the involvement of the private sector 

in the provision of services (GOK:1997). In sessional paper number 1 of 

1986, the government recognizes the role of the private sector in 

fostering development. Though it claims to retain substantial 

responsibility for basic needs and services, it emphasizes the needs for 

beneficiaries to contribute increasingly to the cost of services. It 

however expresses concern that those least able to pay should still have 

access to these services (GOK:1986).
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CHAPTER FOUR: THE SITUATION IN THE STUDY AREA.

4-1 B a c k g r o u n d  o f  t h e  S t u d y  A re a .

4-1.1 Location and Historical Evolution.

Nairobi is situated at the southern end of the agricultural heartland of 

Kenya, 1.19 degrees south of the Equator and 36.59 degrees east of the 

Prime Meridian (see map 4-1). The city was first established as a 

transportation station and later grew to be an administrative center. The 

site, due to the many advantages it offered, was of strategic importance 

to the Kenya - Uganda Railway (KUR) erectors, who chose it. The new 

settlement was named after the Maasai name 'Enkare nairobi' which means 

sa place of cool waters'. The railhead reached the site in June 1899 and 

by July the same year it had become the K.U.R headquarters which moved 

from Mombasa (Boedecker:1936 and Foran:1950). In August, the line was 

opened to the travelling public. This was followed shortly afterwards

with the establishment of Nairobi as an administrative and transportation
©

cent er.

By 1909, much of the internal structure of Nairobi, especially the road 

network in the C.B.D was already established. Since then, the towns 

boundary has undergone various transformations. In 1927, it was axtended 

to cover 30 square miles as a result of rapid growth of the urbai center 

in terms of population and infrastructure. In 1963, the population had 

swelled to 270,000 people. At that time, the towns boundary was extended 

to cover an area of approximately 266 square miles. Presently, Nairobi's 

administrative boundary covers 690 square kilometers (268 square miles) 

with a population of roughly 2.5 million according to 1993 estimates 

(Obudho:1987 & Muganzi and Ohudho:1987). It is by far the smallest 

administrative province in Kenya but yet the most important in terms of 

the activities and functions it performs.
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Ffom it s early growth, the city functions have developed and expanded 

such that today, it has achieved an overwhelming dominance on the 

political, social, cultural and economic life of the people of Fenya and 

the East. African region. Apart from being the capital of Kenya, it is the 

largest urban center in East Africa and the center of several local, 

national, regional and international organizations including United 

Nations Environmental Program (UNEP), and United Nations Center for Human 

Settlements (UNCHS- Habitat). The city is also the headquarters of the 

majority of African based multinational and transnational corporations.

4-1.2 Internal Structure and Population Distribution.
#

Like many other primate cities in Developing Countries, Nairobi has

continued to grow at a very rapid rate (estimated at 6%) compared to other

major towns in Kenya (GOK:1983). This growth is attributed partly to

natural increase and, rural to urban migration. The latter is

particularly brought about by the various attractions found in the city

which include, the promise of higher living standards, availability of

substantial and diverse employment opportunities as compared to tie rural

areas, and a host of many other reasons. Initially, the expansion of

Nairobi was expected to take place within the built-up area and mainly on

the 20 square miles of the black cotton soil and ranching land to the east 
<

of the town. This is presently shown by the heavy settlement of 

previously 'virgin' lands in Umoja, Donholm, Embakasi and Kayole. These 

are areas of high density housing with more than 70% of the city's 

population concentrated on 30% of the total urban area. The western side 

* of the town comprises low density residential settlements inhabited by 20% 

of the city's population (see Map 4-2).
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The present organization of Nairobi bears a strong legacy of the colonial

and post colonial government policies. Spatially, its internal structure 

is divided into at least six well marked divisions based on land-uses and 

income levels. Four of the six regions are residential areas covering 84% 

of the total urban area. The kirgest of these is Upper Nairobi, where 

most of the city's rich reside. iThe other residential areas are Parklands 

to the north-west, Eastleigh and Eastlands to the east and Southlands to
.a

the south. The industrial area, which was established in 1048 has over 

01% of the industries and 84% of all the warehouses located in Nairobi 

(Obudho:1992). 80% of the city,s population occupies less than 20% of the 

available residential land in high density settlements while less than 20% 

of the population (mostly the rich) sprawls over the remaining 80% of the 

land in low density settlements. The most striking feature of the city 

of Nairobi today is the rapid growth of modern high-rise buildings at the

CBD and the sprawling peri-urban area made up of low income housing. This
|?i

built-up area has already spilled outside the city's legal boundary, 

mainly due to the continuing rapid influx of rural immigrants.

4-1.T Infrastructure Services Provision and Performance.

As is the tradition in many other urban centers within Kenya, the

provision of urban infrastructure services in the city of Nairobi is the
«

responsibility of the City Council. In Nairobi, local government was set 

up in 1924 initially as a 'Native Council' charged with the responsibility 

of managing the town by coming up with by-laws to regulate and control the 

activities of the city's residents. In 1928, municipal government in the 

form of a Municipal Council was established for the town. It was vested 

with a wide range of responsibilities, the execution of which was to be 

independent of the central government (Fadamulla:1991). Central to these

was the provision of urban infrastructure such as; roads, wa cr and
*
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sewerage systems, electricity, and services such as sanitation and g arbage 

collection, among others. The efficient provision of these tasks was to 

be facilitated by the use of finances accruing from taxes levied on the 

towns residents.

The financing and provision of urban services have however been net with 

serious shortages, a situation attributable to; lack of finances, 

misappropriation and mismanagement of available, meager resources, 

inadequate, and poor maintenance of facilities for service provision, lack

of skilled and committed personnel, bureaucratic dysfunctions and a lack
£

of administrative independence from the central government.

©

A more serious problem constraining the provision of urban infrastructure 

services in the city of Nairobi has been the rapid population growth. As 

in many other cities in Developing Countries, the rate of urban growth in 

Nairobi far outstrips the capacity of the government to provide basic 

services and infrastructure for the city's residents. As a resu t, high 

density habitation, with the attendant increase in human activity, have 

created excess pressure on existing infrastructure. On the other hand, 

the urban sprawl, which has produced a rather scattered distribution of 

human settlements and activities over the urban space, has made the 

provision of especially physical infrastructure difficult and costly.

As the population lias grown, capital requirements have increased at least 

proportionately, if not faster, due to the rising expectations of the 

city's residents for improved services. Yet. approved expenditure on 

infrastructure in the recent past represents not only an absolute decline 

in available resources, but a marked decline in investment per urban 

resident (GOK:1990). While expenditure cuts have helped the government
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to reduce the current budget deficit, they have led to the post poneraent

of urban projects awaiting funding and an increased backlog of unmet 

demands for water supply, sewerage, solid waste management, and other 

important infrastructure services.

4.2 Solid W aste  M a n a g e m en t .

4-2.1 History of Solid Waste Management in Nairobi.
>

According to Mbui (1995), the beginning of solid waste management in the
0

city of Nairobi dates back to the early periods of thjjf, century. The 

first attempts were in 1904 when rules pertaining to sanitary matters were 

laid down for the entire Kenya Colony. For Nairobi, an ordinance was 

formulated in 1905 and enacted in 1906 with regulations aimed at ensuring 

environmental quality in the town. Consequently, a private company was 

contracted to clean, sweep, collect garbage and light the city's streets. 

With time however, this company could not be relied upon to provide an 

efficient solid waste management service. In 1928 therefore, the 

government established a Municipal Council for the town which consequent ly 

took (and still does), responsibility for solid waste management among 

other roles.

4.2.2 Waste Generation Trends.

i). Per-capita Waste Generation bevels.

The are conflicting reports as to how much solid waste is produced pei 

person per day in the city of Nairobi. The UNDP pegs this at 1.36 kg 

(NCC:1984), the Ministry of Local Government at 0.375 lg (NCC 

Project:1988), the UNCHS at 0.5 kg (UNCHS:1989) while the Nairobi City 

Council at 0.4 kg (NCC:1990). Various studies (Kiogora:1993, Mbui:1995) 

show that per-capita waste generation levels vary according to household 

income levels with low, middle and high income households generating



average per capita waste quantities of 0.35 kg* 0.6 kg anti 1.2 kg

respectively. On average therefore, the current per-capita sol id waste

production for the city is 0.6 kg. As would be expected, residents with

higher incomes generally generate more waste than lower income earners.

Similarly, it would be expected that as the country develops and standards
*

of living for city residents rise, the above levels are bound t<: rise.

ii). Total Quantities of Waste Generated in Nairobi.

Over the years, the total amount of solid waste generated within the city
#

has been rising with the rise in population human and economic act ivities. 

In 1973, only 165,222 tones of waste were generated per day compared to 

the current 365,675 tones in 1988. It is not known how much waste is 

generated presently but it is estimated to stand at 438,000 tones per year 

or 1200 tones per day (Kiogora:1993). Of this, 50% is residential and 

institutional waste while 30% and 20% is commercial and industrial 

respectively (NCC:1997). It is estimated that by the year 2000, with a 

projected population of 3 million, and an average per-capita solid waste 

production being 1.5 kg, the total amount of solid waste produced in the 

city is expected to reach 4500 tones per day (GOK:1994).

4-2.3 Solid Waste Collection Trends.
«

In the 1970's, the role of the council in providing the Sol d Waste 

Management service was adequate and efficient. The figure below shows 

that, although the amount of wastes generated has been increasing 

steadily, the collection capacity of the Nairobi City Council was quite 

high - averaging about 90% in the 1970's. In the 1980's however the 

capacity of the City Council to handle solid wastes began to dwindle, 

averaging about 50% in the decade and reaching as low as 21.54%. The 

situation in the recent past has not improved with the city council
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maintaining an average collection efficiency of 25% in the 1990's 

(Otieno:1992).

Fig Solid wasto in Nairobi "
4-1 Collected as a percentage of the total

r ~1 Collected waste

Sourca! Nairobi City Council

P
4-2.4 Organization of Collection Activities.

The Nairobi City Council's Department of Environment has been responsible 

for the collection and disposal of solid wastes in residential, 

commercial, industrial areas and in institutions. In addition to this, 

it is also responsible for soil collection, street sweepings and dead 

animal collection. To provide this service, it uses specialized refuse 

containers including bins and trucks, together with storage yards and 

properly equipped workshops for repair and maintenance. Qialified 

personnel to carry out a variety of tasks ranging from collection, repair, 

administration and maintenance are also required. For purposes of garbage 

collection, the cleansing section has divided the city into two 

jurisdictions namely;
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Division One - comprising of the Northern (Ngara, Lower Kabete and 

Muthaiga), Eastern (Eastlands) and Southern districts (Industrial 

Area) and,

ii). Division Two - comprising the Western (Kilimani, Kibera, Kawangware, 

Lavington and Karen) Central and the Central Business districts 

(C.B.D).
ft

Whereas the above divisions show the organization of the Nairobi City

Council collection services, the situation in recent years may not be the
©

same as the management of solid wastes in the city of Nairobi has seen the 

involvement of other actors including the private sector, Non-governmental 

Organization and Community Based Organizations. Findings in sampled areas 

indicate that 60% of the respondents depend on private companies to 

collect their garbage while about 35% handled their own garbage through 

a variety of methods including open dumping (16%), burning (10%), 

scavengers (42%) and recycling (23%). The activities of the Nairobi City 

council and community based organizations were minimal constituting a mere 

6% and 4% respectively.

Responsibility for garbage collection however varied with activity type. 

For instance, 73% and 50% of households and industries respectively are 

served by private companies service while institutions and eonmerci.il 

enterprises tended to take responsibility over their own wastes. Those 

who were not served by the city council took their own initiative to deal

with their wastes.



F i ft 
4-2

Agency responsible for solid waste 
collection In stapled areas

Table 4-1: Area specific responsibility for solid waste collection.

Activity area

Collection Agency Resident ial Institutions Industrial Co m terci a 1

| N.C.C 1 1% 4 21% - - 3 17% 1

|| Private Sector 57 73% 6 32% 10 50% 3 n %  n

| C .B.O’s 5 6% - - - - - -  |

H Personal initiative 15 19% 9 47% 10 50% 12 6o% j]

D Total 7* 100% 19 100% 20 100% IS 100% |

Source: Field Survey 1997

Below is an account of solid waste collection activities in tho city's

• t *activity areas.

i). Low Income Neighborhoods.

Low income neighborhoods are those areas within which the poorest of the 

city live. Incomes here are seldom beyond 1000 Ksh per month and the 

majority of people are engaged in casual employment or self-employed in 

the informal sector (Kiogora: 1993, Mbui:1995). The average household size

here is about six. Technically, there are two categories of law income
§
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areas namely; i) unplanned and ii) planned residential areas. While the 

latter have a fairly good distribution of infrastructure services such as 

roads, water and electricity, the former are frequently lacking in some 

or all of the above.

Solid waste collection in low-income areas is not uniform. Past research 

carried out in unplanned low income areas such as Kibera, Mathare and 

Korogocho indicates that lack of access roads discourager the'city council 

and any other agencies from collecting garbage (Kiogor.a: 1993). In-spite 

of the relatively good road conditions in planned low-income areas such 

as Dandora and Kawangware, waste is frequently not collected, 'the city 

council admits that low income settlements receive collection services 

once a month or no service at all. As a result, indiscriminate dumping 

is a frequent occurrence. In Kawangare for instance, more than 75% of the 

residents dump waste in open ground. The situation is self evident in 

other low income areas like Kibera and Mathare (Mwaura:1991).

ii). Middle Income Neighborhoods.

Due to the wide income bracket this area can be said to have two 

categories of residents namely; i) lower middle income earners such as 

Umoja and Eastlands and ii) upper middle income earners such as
i

Plainsview, Southlands and Nairobi West. The former comprises of people 

who earn an average monthly income of 15,000 ksh while the latter earn an 

average of 30,000 ksh. Infrastructure here is good and the ar^as are 

accessible by all means. Within the lower middle income areas, the city 

council provides collection services once in 14 days. In the uppe; middle 

income areas, collection frequency is slightly higher - once a week. 

However, frequency of collection depends on the collection agency. For 

instance, in Plainsview, a residential neighborhood south of Nairobi, 85%



of the respondents rely on private firms to collect their garbag- of whom 

55% have their waste collected twice a week.

iii) . High income Neighborhoods.

These are areas such as Muthaiga, Kileleshwa, Lavington and Karen, where 

the rich live. For instance, in Loresho, a high income residential 

neighborhood at the north western side of the city, the majority of the 

residents earn over 50,000 ksh per month and are owners of industry, 

managers of business establishments, senior government officers and high 

ranking officials in non-governmental and international organizations. 

The frequency of collection services here also depends on the area. For 

densely populated areas such as Muthaiga, West lands and Lavington, 

collection is once a week. However, in sparsely populated areas such as 

Karen, waste is collected once in 14 days. This is because residents in 

these areas bury or burn most of the waste in their large compounds.

iv) . Institutions.

Nairobi is the center of many institutions including schools, colleges, 

research centers, hospitals and civic institutions. Together with 

residential areas, these generate 50% of the city's total solid wastes or 

600 tones per day (NCC: 1997). Collection is mostly done once a week.

However, in institutions handling vegetative and food waste, .vaste is 

collected more frequently. Although 53% of waste is collected by the city 

council and private firms, a substantial number of institutions take 

responsibility for their own waste either by burying or by burn ng.

v) . Commercial.

Commercial areas, including the Central Business District are major waste
A

generators. They include office premises and commercial enterprise such
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as shops and hotels. In total, these areas generate 30% of the city’s 

waste or 360 tones per day (NCC: 1997). The frequency of collection 

depends on the location of the enterprise and the type of waste generated. 

Collection is twice a week for those enterprises within ,the CBD and once 

a week for those at the outskirts. For some enterprises, for instance 

hotels the nature and composition of waste necessitates a daily removal 

of waste.

vi). Industrial.

There are about 635 industrial units in the city of Nairobi 42% of these 

being agro-based, 33% engineering and construction while chemical 

industries comprise the remaining 25% (Fadamula:1991). The bulk of these 

industries are located in Nairobi's main industrial area encompassing 

960ha of land. In total, industries areas generate about 202 of the 

city's total waste (or 240 tones per day). Since a single industry 

generates alot of waste per day, each industry is supplied with bulk 

containers for purposes of storage. Consequently, the city council 

collects waste once in 14 or 30 days. However Fadamula (1991) observes 

that the frequency of collection by the City Council is much lower 

resulting in indiscriminate dumping on open spaces and into ihe adjacent 

Nairobi river. Considering the obnoxious nature of most industrial waste,
t

the potential for environmental pollution of major proportions is high .

4-2.5 Problems of Solid Waste Collection in Nairobi.

The performance of solid waste management services in the city of Nairobi 

has been poor. This has been due to a variety of problems the bulk of 

them emanating from resource constraints as outlined below.
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i). Financial Constraints.

Perhaps the most serious problem facing the provision of solid waste

management services in the city of Nairobi is that of inadequate f LnanciaJ

resources as manifested in the inability to employ adequate staff, procure

equipment and maintain the existing fleet. To finance solid waste

management activities, the Nairobi city council's departnont of

Environment derives money from about three sources namely; i) dustbin
»

charges (ksh 40 attached to monthly water bills), ii) conservancy fees and

iii) a significant share from the general revenues which in turn are 

derived from service charges levied to all persons employed within the 

city (a graduated personal tax or GPT ranging from ksh 10 to 100 per 

month). In total, the approved expenditure estimates by the Nairobi City

Council on public health for the year 1994/95 amounted to 8.9 million

C
Kenyan pounds with about 84% going to public cleansing and refuse removal. 

Table 4-2: Estimated Expenditure on Public Health for the Year 1994/95.

ASPECT TOTAL EXPENDITURE (K£) % OF THE T017L

Administration 1,330,800 13.0

| Cleansing 6,340,800 71.6

|| Refuse Removal 1,117,200 12.6

| Conservancy 74,600 0.8

■ T O T A L 8,872,400 100.0

Source NCC:1997

However, an analysis of actual expenditure shows that while administrat ive 

costs consume about 40% of total revenue, expenditure on public cleansing 

and refuse removal is only 50% - way below the developing country average 

of 95% and that of developed countries which is 70%. Similarly, actual 

total expenditure is way beyond the approved estimates by about 4:%. This 

is an indication of poor budgeting and allocation of finances.
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Table 4 -3 : A ctua l Expenditure on P u b lic  H ealth  fo r  the Year 1994/95.

TOTAL EXPENDITURE (K£) % OP THE TOTAL

Administrat ion 5,074,904 40.2

Cleansing 6,300,840 50.0

Refuse Removal 1,212,583 9.6

Conservancy 24,494 0.2

TOTAL 12,612,821 100.0

Source NCC:1997

On the other hand, the total estimated revenue from two possible internal 

and external revenue sources amounts to K£ 3.8 million. However, the 

actual revenues collected for the year amount to a mere K£ 1.6 million.

Table 4-4: Revenues Collected for Service Offered.

SOURCE ESTIMATED (kC ) ACTUAL!kf)

Charges to Other Departments 200,000 65,902

Refuse Removal Charges 3,600,000 1.570,130

TOTAL 3,800,000 1,636,03 l

Source: NCC:1997

This is not only a clear indication that a majority of the c i t y , s  

population does not pay for the services they receive, but also of the 

council's inability to collect taxes from those who should pay. t h i s  may 

be attributed to the fact that the city council collects r e fuse  removal 

charges through water bills meaning that only those with water meters can 

be charged. Secondly, the council faces many practical d i f f i c u  l i e s  in 

collecting service charges from a vast majority of city residents .such as 

the unemployed and self-employed. These is also the question ot delayed 

remittance of deductions from employees by employers. All these factors 

reduce the city council’s potential revenue base.
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Overall, the over-reliance on service charges by a variety of uses within 

the city council has reduced the amount of financial resources available 

for the provision of services. This situation is further complicated when 

available resources are mismanaged and misallocated.

ii). Inadequate Collection Vehicles.

As was stated earlier, financial problems always manifest themselves 

through inadequacies in other aspects of the solid waste process. Kadhaka 

(1988) observes that the city council is greatly constrained in offering 

an efficient and effective waste collection service due to inadequacies

vehicular capacity for solid waste transportation. Most of the city
o

council's waste collection vehicles are poorly maintained and when they 

break down, are seldom repaired or replaced. This situation arises due 

to lack of spare parts and financial resources required to put; them back 

on the road.

Over the years, the council's waste collection capacity has been reducing 

as the amount of waste generated increased. The figure below shews the 

trends during the 1980's. The situation has continued to deteriorate.

F i g
4 - 3

Solid! waste MiMffmeirt in Nairobi 
Unhide Collection Capacity

Tons (Thousands)

— — ftanaratad * a i ta  

Sourea: Nairobi City Council

Collactad Malta ‘ U a h l c l a  c a p a c i t y
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presently, the vehicle collection capacity of the Nairobi City Council, 

excluding those that are grounded, and considering an average of two trips 

per day for all the vehicles, the total possible vehicle capacity is 286 

tones (see Table).

$
Table 4-5: N.C.C's Vehicle Collection Capacity - 1995.

B TYPE CAPACITY (Tns) NUMBER TRIPS (p.d) TOTAL CAPACITY

H Compactors 14 2 2 56

Tippers 6 3 5 90

Side loaders 5 12 2 120

Bulk bins 5 2 2 20

|  TOTAL 11 286

Source NCC: 1997

To achieve the required minimum city wide collection efficiency of 75%, 

this capacity will need to triple if the 1200 tones generated daily have 

to be handled.

iii). Inadequate Personnel.

The NCC lacks adequate human resources to conduct an efficient: waste 

collection service in the city. As shown in table 4-6, the number of 

workers falls far below the recommended numbers for an efficient city wide 

collection service.
i

Although the current supervisor/worker ratio (1:7) is higher than the 

recommended 1:18, there have been complaints from the consumers against 

the improper conduct of waste collection personnel which manifests itself 

through the improper handling of dustbins and refuse. In a study done by 

Mwaura (1991), 68% of Plainsview residents accused the collection 

personnel of being cruel and causing unnecessary nuisance by hooting 

provocatively. Similarly, because of careless driving, the drivers not
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only strew garbage all over the estate, but pose a danger to the 

residents. All these are indications of poor supervision.

Table 4-6: N.C.C's Waste Management Labourforce.

JOB CATBGORY RECOMMENDED PRESENT % OF RECOMMENDED

Cleansing Superintendent 1 1 100

Deputy C.S 2 2 100

Assistant C.S 2 2 100

Inspectors 8 5 63

Senior Foremen 12 9 75

Foreman I 15 11 73

Foreman 1I 15 3 20

Senior Headman 50 36 72

Senior Cleansing Officer 2 2 100

Clerical Officer I 4 2 50

Clerical Officer 11 2 2 100

Clerical Officer III 36 10 28

Headmen 225 225 100

Manual -Drivers 6000 120 35
-Sweepers 1500
-Loaders 500

TOTAL 6374 2420

Source: NCC, 1997

All the above problems translate to inefficient and ineffective waste 

management and in effect lead the current poor environmental quality and 

health conditions evidenced in present day Nairobi.

m

&
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CHAPTER FIVE: PRIVATE SECTOR SOLID WASTE MANAGEMENT IN

NAIROBI.

5 -1  T h e  E v o lu t io n  o f  P r i v a t e  S o lid  W as te  E n t r e p r e n e u r s h i p .

Formal private sector entrepreneurship in Kenya is®a relatively new 

phenomenon. The earliest attempts at privatizing solid waste management 

services in the city of Nairobi were in 1906 when a private company was 

contracted to sweep and clean city streets, collect garbage and provide 

street lighting. This company did not succeed in effectively executing 

these duties and the role had to revert back to the city council 

(Mbui:1995). Initially, the city council performed this role relatively 

well. In recent decades however, with increasing quantities cf waste 

being generated, the capacity of the city council to provide an adequate 

and efficient waste management service has dwindled. This has resulted 

in the increased involvement by city residents of actors other than the 

city council in solid waste management activities. According to report 

by Undugu, private solid waste collection and disposal at the individual 

level has been in operation for some time (initially through the 

activities of scavengers). But it is only in 1988 that organized 

commercial garbage collection was initiated with two private firms namely; 

Bins (Nairobi) services Limited and Domestic Refuse Disposal Services 

Limited collecting waste from industries institutions and commercial 

establishments, together with high income residential areas (IJndug i 1991). 

The 1990’s have experienced the rapid growth of private solid waste, 

entrepreneurship not only in the city of Nairobi but in other major towns 

in the country (GOK:1997).

M

Various individuals and organizations have stressed the importance of 

privatization of solid waste services. For instance, in 1991, the World 

Bank, responding to a request by the Nairobi City Council for funds to
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finance the purchasing of specialized waste collection vehicles, proposed 

the subcontracting of garbage collection to private entrepreneurs who 

would supply collection vehicles and manage the collection operation 

(Kiogora:1993). Until recently however, the city council had not given 

private entrepreneurs the go-ahead to collect garbage other than in high 

income areas.

»

The responsibility for solid waste management is still the domain of the 

city council. Similarly, it is only the city council which is mandated 

by law to collect charges from urban residents for solid waste management 

services. The current private sector entrepreneurship is unguided and is 

taking place without any necessary institutional and legal changes. 

However, early this year (1997), the government directed the Nairobi City 

Council and other local authorities to work out modalities of privatizing 

refuse collection activities with a view to making the management of waste 

collection disposal more efficient. The city council with assistance from 

the Japanese government is carrying out a research that will lead to a 

pilot privatization of solid waste collection in Nairobi's central 

business district. It is hoped that experiences gained will assist in 

determining whether and how to embark on a city-wide privatization 

process.
i

5-2 P r e s e n t  R e a l i t i e s  o f  S o lid  W as te  M a n a g e m e n t .

To help us understand further the current situation of solid waste 

management in the city of Nairobi and the extent of private sector 

involvement, we look at the responses of individuals from four activity 

areas namely, residential, commercial, industrial and institutions. For 

each of these, we consider their perception on the seriousness of the 

solid waste situation in their areas, what they think would be the best
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framework for dealing with the inadequacies currently experienced in the 

provision of solid waste management services and the extent to which they 

have solicited the service of private firms to abate the situation. In 

general, 55% of the people interviewed were from residential areas while 

each of the rest comprised 15% of the sample.

5-2.1 Magnitude of the solid waste problem.

Regarding the solid waste situation, 36% of the respondents saw the 

problem to be very serious in their areas while 36% and 28% perceived it 

as moderate or non-existent respectively.

F i g
5-1

0

Their rating was however influenced by several factors such as area, 

activity type, level of education etc. For instance, in res dentin! 

areas, 41% of the households tended to view the solid waste problem as 

being very serious compared to 28% of commercial enterprises. This is 

further elaborated in table 5-1 and in the sectoral analysis (section 5- 

3).

City Residents perception of the soli! 
waste eerta ce

Residential institutions Industrial Coneercial
Activity ares

RatInc
H  Noe-existent gggl Moderate □  Very Serious

Flald aurvay
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Table 5-1: City Residents' perception of the Solid Waste menace.

Rating

Nuaher and percentage of respondents 1

Residential Institution Industrial Cosssercial

Non-existent 26 33* 7 37* 1 1 55* 5 2i*

Moderate 20 26* 11 58* 9 45* 8 41*

Very-Serious 32 41* 1 3* - - 5 = "  |
Total 78 100* 19 100* 20 100* 18 10 3*

Source: Field Survey 1997

5-2.2 Frequency of collection.

More than 50% of the respondents had their garbage collected once a week 

while about 25% had theirs collected daily. Respondents from virtually 

all activity areas seemed to express their satisfaction with the frequency 

of the collection service. However, as can be seen from the table 5-2 

below, the majority of those who thought the frequency of collect ion was 

adequate were either currently being served by private companies, or wore 

themselves actively involved in disposing of their garbage. It is 

important to observe that the majority of those served by Nairobi City 

Council expressed their dissatisfaction with the frequency of the waste 

collection service.

Table 5-2: Satisfaction with agency collection services.

|| Response

Agency currently collecting respondents waste

N C C Private fines C D O ’s Person 1 Ini iative |!

II Adequate 3 38* 66 88* 3 100* 39 91*

Inadequate 5 62* 9 12* - 4 '*%

Q Total 8 100* 75 100* 3 100* ■11 1003

Source: Field Survey 1997
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5-2.3 Suggested Options for Service Improvement, 

i). The Preference for Privatization.

It is not surprising therefore that, although 86% of all respondents 

expressed their satisfaction with the frequency of collection, 70% of them 

thought it was about time that Icity authorities privatized the service. 

Other suggestions, though not heavily supported, included improvement of 

public sector (NCC) provision and the involvement of other actors such as 

Non-governmental organizations and community based organizations.

Table 5-3: Perception of most responsible actor in solid waste management 
as against agency currently responsible for collection.

I . . .
Actor

Agencj currently col Ifset ing responderits waste

N.C.C Private firms C. B.O's Own Init int ive

N.C.C 2 25% 1 1% - - 7 13%

N.G.O’s - - i  i 1% 1 20% 3 7%

C.R.O’s - _ : 1 !% 3 60% 2 4%

Private Firms 6 75% 72 96% - - 19 4 1%

Personal Initiative _ _ 1 1% - - 15 3:1%

C B O ’s/Private Firms - - - _ l 20% -

Total S 100% 76 100% 77 100% 46 100%

Source: Field Survey 1997

This romanticism with privatization can be understood from various 

perspectives.' As already demonstrated, most of the respondents already 

depend on private firms to deliver the waste collection service. Their 

advocacy for privatization canj therefore be attributed to an acquired 

preference for private sector service provision based on benefits accrued 

from current association, in comparison to previous experiences with 

public sector provision. Of the over 70% of the respondents who feel that 

the private sector is the most reliable actor in solid waste management, 

74% are currently being served by private firms. Probably due :o their
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dissatisfaction with the service they get from the Nairobi City Council,

63% of them suggest privatizatipn preferably in partnership with "ho NCC.

Overall, 78% of the respondents generally feel that the involvement of the

private sector (either purely or through partnerships with other

agencies), might ensure the city of an efficient wa te collection and

management service. This response is influenced by a variety of factors

ranging from the respondents activity type/employment area, level of
*

education, level of income and the extent to which he/she has already 

incorporated the private sector in solid waste collection and disposal. 

For instance, owners of industry favour whole-heatedly any initiative that 

will incorporate the private sector in solid waste management. These and 

other examples can be deduced from table 5-4 below.

Table 5-4: Suggestion for effective management as against activity area.

Source: Field Survey 1997

ii). Preferred Privatization Mode.

Having given private involvement their wholehearted support, the 

respondents went on to suggest what form of involvement might be desirable 

if and when privatization takes place. Over 70% favoured direct 

involvement whereby private firms in competition, would get into 

individual contracts with service consumers. Others suggested indirect
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involvement through public private partnerships between the private firms 

and the Nairobi City Council or with Community based organizations or Non

governmental organizations. Their views on this were mainly influenced 

by the respondents activity area/type such as residential, commercial, 

institutions and industrial, among other factors (see section 5-3) Apart 

from residential areas, which advocated for the three forms of involvement 

i.e, direct contracting in an open market (68%), government franchise 

(14%) and indirect contracting with community based organizations (18%), 

the other activity types/areas preferred an almost complete direct 

involvement with private firms (72% for commercial, 95% for institutions 

and all industrial respondents). This also tended to correspond to the 

level of education where 95% of college/university graduate seamed to 

favour direct involvement in preference to the other two options. On the 

other hand none of those below secondary school education seemed t • favour- 

direct involvement and instead preferred the government maintaining some 

role or they themselves being involved through community based 

organizations.

5-2.4 Cost of Privatized Services.

The charges currently levied by private companies, and those that, 

respondents were willing to pay vary depending on several factors such as, 

the activity area and income of the respondent (see section 5-3). Tt is 

however interesting to observe that people are generally willing to pay 

much more than they are currently paying. For instance, while 53% ot 

those paying below Ksh 100 did not want to pay more, '7% indicated that 

they were willing to pay more than Ksh 200 per month. The same applies 

to those who were paying between Ksh 100 and 200. Similarly, 50% of those 

paying between Ksh 300 and 400 indicated a willingness to pay uj: to Ksh 

800 per month. This rather strange phenomenon is probably the result of
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the much publicity that privatization of the service has receive! in the 

recent years. It could also be an indication of the level of frustration 

that city residents have had due to the poor services currently being 

offered.

5 -3  S e c to r a l  In v o lv e m e n t  o f  P r i v a t e  E n t r e p r e n e u r s .

5-3.1 Residential Areas.

Regarding the seriousness of the solid waste menace in their areas, the 

majority (41%) thought the problem was very serious while 27% and 33% saw 

the problem as moderate or non-existent respectively.

Table 5-5: Perception of the solid waste menace by residential area.

II '
RcRpondentn residential ne i ghborhood

|| Rating Kawangware Uaoja Plainnview Loreaho

non-exi Rt ent - - 3 15% 5 25% IX 90%

Moderate 12 67% 1 5% 7 35% -

Very-Serious 6 33% 1G 80% X 40% 2 10%

Total 18 100% 20 100% 20 100% 20 100%

Source: Field Survey 1997

The majority (63%) of respondents in residential areas had their garbage 

collected once a week while 2 1% and only 6% had their waste collected 

twice and thrice a week respectively. Although 86% of ttjug households were 

satisfied with the frequency of collection, 77% of these respondeds went 

on to suggest the solid waste management service should be privatized 

either in a pure form or in partnership with the City Council, or with 

community based organizations. 64% of the residential respondents pay 

below 200 Ksh per month. Those who do not receive privatized services 

indicated a willingness to pay the same amount. Below is a an ar*a based 

analysis of the extent of private solid waste entrepreneurship.
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i) I,ow Income Residential Areas.

Kawangare is a low income residential neighborhood west of the city of

Nairobi. Unlike many slum dwellings it is an upgraded planned settlement

with paved roads and has a fairly good distribution of infrastructure

services such as water, electricity and in the recent past, solid waste

collection. All the residents interviewed here earn less than ) sh ",000

and the average resident hare has only attained below secondary level

education. Previous research indicated that 80% of the residents were of

the opinion that private sector involvement could abate problems of solid

waste management currently experienced in the area (Kiogora:19*13). The

study also revealed that community based organizations play a big role in

waste management and as such indiscriminate dumping is not a common

eventuality. The activities of informal private solid waste entrepreneurs

or "scavengers" are also common here. There is absolutely no formal

private sector solid waste involvement in this area. While 72% of the

respondents handle their own wastes, the rest depend on community-based

organizations. The majority of residents dispose of their gar a^e on a

daily basis. 67% of the respondents perceived the solid waste situation
*

to be moderately serious. 56% of the respondents think l >at Non- 

governmental Organizations and Community-based Organizations are the most 

responsible actors in solid waste management. On the other hand only 6%
i

and 11% think that private firms and the City Council hav» a good 

reputation as being responsible and neither think that, left on their own, 

individual households can handle waste responsibly. As a result , 61% of 

the residents do not favour private sector involvement in their area and 

instead tend to prefer the role of the Nairobi City Council, Non

governmental Organizations and Community-based Organizations. However, 

38% of the respondents suggested that the private sector could be involved 

in partnership with any of the others. In the event that thf garbage
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collection service is privatized, 72% of these favour indirect as opi>os(V. 

to direct contracting with individual consumers or possibly franchising. 

There is currently no private sector waste collection in Kavangwan 

However all the respondents indicated that they will not be willing to pay 

a monthly charge of more than Ksh 100.

ii). Lower-middle Income Residential Areas.

Umoja is a middle income residential neighborhood e^s t  of the  city of 

Nairobi. All residents interviewed here earn more than 1000 Ksh pei month 

but not more than Ksh 31,000. Of these. 50% earn between Ksh 20,000 ami 

Ksh 30,000. All the respondents are literate 80% of them being graduates 

of institutions of higher learning. The roads here are in r e l a t i v e l y  good 

conditions. This may explain why solid waste collection for a l l  the 

respondents is carried out by private firms. 95% o£ them receive the 

service once a week and are satisfied with the collection frequency. 80% 

of the respondents perceived the solid waste situation as being very 

serious. All the respondents are satisfied with the way private companies
ty

handle their refuse and suggest that the service be privatized. 'Ihe 

majority (71%) however, hasten to suggest that this should be cone in 

partnership with the Nairobi City Council, Community Based Organ!/ it ions 

or NGO's. However, as if to contradict the above suggestion, a l l  tin* 

respondents suggest that private companies should in open competiv ion, get 

into direct contracts with individual clients. 95% of respondents 

currently pay less than Ksh 200 with 57% of these paying less than Ksh 100 

per month. While 79% of them are committed to continue paying he same 

amount, 21% indicate a willingness to pay up lo Ksh 300 if t tie need 

arises.
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iii) . tJpi>er-middle Income Residential Areas.

Plainsview is a settlement south of the city of Nairobi. Althcugh this

is usually considered an upper middle income neighborhood, it :s clear

that all income categories reside here. All respondents interviewed are

spread out evenly among the income categories with 30% earning bet ween Ksh

1,000 and Ksh 20,000, 24% earning between Ksh 21,000 and Ksh 40,000 and

over 50% earning above 50,000 Ksh. All the respondents are educated

beyond the secondary school. The majority (85%) of the respondents hire

private firms to collect and dispose of their garbage. 55% of them have

their waste collected twice a week and express satisfaction with the

frequency of collection. The majority (40%) of the respondents from this

neighborhood perceived the solid waste situation to be very serious.

Through experience, 90% of the respondents have come to appreciate the

handling of solid waste by private firms. As a result therefore, 78% of

the respondents suggest that privatization could be a good way to ensure
©

t lie effective management of solid wastes in the city. This is a

replication of previous findings in this area which indicated that 87% ot

the residents were willing to involve the private sector in sol d waste

management (Mwaura:1991). 60% of the respondents prefer complete

privatization in open competition. 60% of also prefer direct con t a c tua l

arrangement between them and private collection firms while the remaining 
«

40% see franchising as an option. All the respondents pay between Ksh 100 

and Ksh 200 per month. Of these, 59% pay Ksh 100. However, while 40% are 

comfortable with these charges, 40% would rather pay less than Ksh 100 per 

month. A few (20%), indicate that the are willing to pay up to Ksh 400.

iv) . High Income Residential Areas.

Loresho is a high income neighborhood north west of the citv of Nairobi. 

Most (68%) of the residents interviewed here earn more than Ksh 50,000.
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Like Umoja, most (90%) of the respondents in this area have b en to 

college or university. Again, like umoja, all the responsibility loi 

solid waste management in this area is in the hands of the private sector. 

All the respondents in this area received tfie service once a week and were 

satisfied with the frequency of collection. Most (40%) of them perceived 

the solid waste problem in the area to be moderately serious. 95% of the 

respondents have come to view the handling of waste by private firms as 

being efficient. As a result, 79% of them think that the best way to deal 

with the inadequacies that face the solid waste management service in 

Nairobi is to privatize. All prefer dealing directly with the private 

solid waste collection. 45% of the respondents pay between Ksh 700 and 

Ksh 800 while 40% pay between Ksh 200 and Ksh 300 for waste collection 

services every month and are all comfortable with these charges. As a 

matter of fact, quite a few (13%) indicate their willingness to pay way 

beyond Ksh 800 per month.

5-3.2 Institutions.

Institutions interviewed comprised of educational institutions, hospitals, 

churches e.t.c. While 21% and 31% of the respondents have their wastes 

collected by the Nairobi City Council and private firms respect ively, 47% 

take responsibility for solid waste management in their establishments
t

mainly through burning (45%) and selling their wastes to scavengers (55%). 

Of those being served by the City Council and private firms, 53% receive 

the service once a week and were satisfied with the frequency oi 

collection. 58% of those interviewed saw the s o l id  waste situation as 

being moderately serious. 68% of the respondents have come to '■i«>w the 

handling of waste by private firms as being very efficient and 

consequently suggest that the service be privatized. Of those, 95'? prefer 

direct contracting between them and private solid waste entrepre icu;s.
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The charges currently paid by institutions varies according to the size 

of institution. 73% of the respondents however indicated that they were 

willing to pay less than 200 Ksh per month.

5-3.3 Industries.

Industries interviewed comprised of large scale and small scale 

manufacturing industries within the City's main industrial area. Half the 

respondents depend on the private sector while the other half manage their 

own wastes mainly through recycling (60%) open dumping and by selling to 

scavengers. Of those receiving service from the City Council and private 

firms, 40% receive the service once a week and 30% daily. Most (05%) were 

satisfied with the frequency of collection. 55% of those interviewed did 

not think the solid waste situation in their areas was that serious and 

in fact did not think the problem exists at all. 60% think that private 

firms handle solid waste quite responsibly while 40% still think that left 

on their own, they are capable of handling waste in a responsible manner. 

However, all think that the best way to deal with the inadequacies that 

face the solid waste management service in Nairobi is to privatize. This 

is the same view held in 1991 when 85% of the industries, in a research 

conducted by Fadamulla indicated that the city might be better of with a 

privatized waste collection service (Fadamulla: 1991). They a.'J wou; J
4

prefer direct contractual dealings with private solid waste collection 

firms. And while 70% of industries receiving privatized service. < .irrent ;y 

pay more than 800 Ksh, those who do not indicated a willingness t< pay the 

same.

5-3.4 Central Business District.

A number of commercial establishments were interviewed including retail 

shops, supermarkets, offices, and food based businesses within the central
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business district. While a few depend on the private sector and Nairobi 

City Council, 67% of the respondents handle their own solid waste mainly 

by selling it to scavengers. A substantial percentage ('16%) however 

practice open dumping. 75% of the respondents in this activity receive 

the service daily and find that this arrangement is adequate. There were 

differences on their perception of the seriousness of^the solid waste 

menace with 44%, 28% and an equal percentage perceiving it as being 

moderately serious, very serious and non-existent respectively. 78% of 

the respondents think that private firms handle solid wastes resjwnsibly 

and suggest the privatization of the service. '72% of them prefer to 

contract directly with the private firms while the rest would prefer the 

government giving out a franchise to companies to provide the service. 

Only large scale commercial enterprises indicated that they involve 

private companies in waste removal. In general however, 44% of them 

showed a willingness to pay more than Ksh 800 per month in the event that 

the service is completely privatized.

5 -4  P r i v a t e  So lid  W as te  E n t r e p r e n e u r s h i p .

The Nairobi City Council does not license these entrepreneurs as private, 

waste collection companies but rather registered as business 

establishments. Hence it is not possible to known exactly how manv private 

solid waste entrepreneurs operate within the city. The Nairobi City 

Council however estimates that there are probably 100 such firms. Field 

survey indicated that the bulk of these are small ventures owned and run 

mostly by households. There are not more than five large scale private 

waste collection firms. Since private solid waste collection in Nairobi 

is a relatively new phenomenon all the firms currently operate in open 

competition.
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Taking a sample of 10 (8 small and 2 large ones), the analysis belov. 

attempts to examine the general characteristics of these firm* and the 

extent to which they participate in managing solid wastes in Nairobi. K r 

purposes of analysis, the firms are grouped in to three categories i.e;

i) large, ii) medium sized and iii) small firms based on their sizes, 

volume of activity and business turnover. Bins (Nairobi) Services Ltd and 

Domestic Refuse Disposal Services Ltd represent the first and second 

category respectively while an average of the eight small firms represents 

the third.

5-4.1 General Characteristics of Private Collection Firms.

i) . Ownership and setting up.

50% of the small firms started their operations within the last 5 years 

while the rest were established within the last 10 and 15 yens. As 

mentioned earlier, they are mainly owned by households and are managed by 

one or two partners, specifically young entrepreneurs. The majority ot 

them use neighbourhood based premises as their base of operatic i.

On the other hand, the two medium and large scale firms interviewed were 

established within the last 10 to 15 years. Domestic Refuse Disposal 

Services Ltd (DRDSL) and Bins (Nairobi) Services Ltd are probably the
i

oldest and most active. Like the small firms, they are licensed as 

business enterprises. They are however owned by larger partnership groups 

and operate as established formal business entities. Similarly, they are 

situated and operate from formal business premises.

ii) . Size of Labour-force

Including the owners or partners, small solid waste firms employ a naximum 

of five labourers. While partners consider themselves to be em loyed on
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permanent basis, the other employees comprise of 2-3 collec ors and 

loaders employed as casuals.

On the other, larger firms have a larger labour force often employed on 

a permanent basis. Bins for instance has a labour-force of 68 workers, 

while DRDSL employs a total of 25. Table 5-6 shows how these workers ar*1 

distributed among different ranks.

O  *

Table 5-6: Size and Composition of Labour-force.

Rank

NUMBER OF LABOURERS PER FIRM

Bins DRDSL Sm a l 1 f i ren ( Av g )

| Top managers 3 1 2

Supervisors 4 1 - 1

Clerical 3 2 1

Maintenance 3 1 _

Drivers 12 8 -

Loaders 39 12 2

Total 68 23 4

Source: Field Survey 1997.

The labour force in each of these firms is relatively young v i i ii in 

average of 28 years. While the bottom ranks in the labour hierur 'hy an 

occupied by people with up to secondary education, the higher posit. 

are occupied by people with post secondary education (college and 

university).

iii). Size of Fleet (Vehicles).

60% of small firms interviewed do not use their own equipment and instead 

hire vehicles in the open market. They either use pick-up trucks of below 

two tones or for purposes of efficient resource use, hire large espaoi’> 

vehicles of about Above 7 tones. However, none of these equipment was

&
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purchased for the purpose of refuse collection. Tl:̂ y are eishei old 

dilapidated vehicles no longer useful for long distance hauling or goods 

transit, or small family pick-up trucks used for other purposes .is weli. 

Whether hired or privately owned, all the small firms use an average of 

one vehicle.

Table 5-7: Size and Capacity of Fleet.

Vehicle Capacity

NUMBER OP VEHICLES PER FIRM

Bins Ltd DRDSL S m n 11 F i rms (Avg ) |

|| Below 2 Tones 1 _
. ' !

2-3 Tones - 5 i
3-5 Tones 7 1

It

Above 5 Tones 3 _ 1

Total (Vehicles) 10 6 1 or ’

|| Total Capacity (Tns) 50 17 1 or 7 |

Source: Field Survey 1997

The larger firms on the other hand have larger fleet. Bins and DUES! for 

instance have a fleet of 10 and 6 vehicles respectively, all of which arc 

owned by the companies themselves. While Bins purchases equipment for the 

sole purpose of garbage collection, DRDSL, which as a subsidiary of 

Fidelity Security Systems, makes use of vehicles retired from the latter's 

cash transit and courier operations. The larger firms use vehicles of 

different capacity as shown in the table below.

iv). Finance.

The costs of establishing a small solid waste collection venture are 

limited to the costs of hiring a vehicle and labour, stationery and other 

running cosis. At the onset, small firms would thus require a capital of 

about ksh 32,000 on average. This is to cater for the cost of ring * 

truck for the first month at an average of ksh 7,500 per week.
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l*or the larger firms however, these costs usually include capital, 

operation and maintenance costs, staff emoluments, rents and overheads. 

The total amount depends on the size of the firm (size and composition of 

fleet and labour-force among others). The table below shows the recurrent 

costs incurred by both Bins and DRDSL, and the typical monthly cost of 

running a small solid waste collection venture.

©

Table 5-8: Typical Costs for Private Solid Waste Collection Finns.

| EXPENDITURE ITEM

MONTLY RUNNINO COSTS (in ksh) PER FIRMS

Bins Ltd DRDSL Sm»i 11 F i r»» < A v g )

H O and M costs 600,000 240,000
1

40,000

B Salaries 400,000 144,000 30,000 a

R Rents 100,000 4,000 1
H Overheads 35,000 7,000 2,OOf 9

1 TOTAL 1 ,135,000 395,000 72,003

Source: Field Survey 19 9 7.

To finance their operat ions, small firms derive finances from fees charged 

to clients for services offered on a monthly basis. While large firms 

also depend on service charges to finance recurrent expenditure, they rol> 

on finance institution^ for to fund additional investment and exp-nisioi*.

1’he cost of solid waste management to the consumer usually includes the 

cost of refuse collection and the price of plastic disposal hags. The 

latter costs approximately Ksh 5 per bag. Small firms generally offer 

cheaper services (Average Ksh 200) monthly compared to large firms 

(Average Ksh 500). For large generators of waste such as instit it ions, 

and industries, the firms charge according to the size of the hul < load. 

Specific differences in collection costs are also influenced by t k * area 

being served and, on some occasions (as in the case of DRDSf ), th< 

distance the client, is from the premises of the private firm. Tin > >rger
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companies Ho not take economic differentials between residential 1 eas as 

a factor in determining collection costs and have uniform charge.. Th- 

cost of service offered by the smaller firms tends to be affected by th“ 

amount of competition within a specific area. For instance, whereas most 

of the firms start by charging Ksh 200 per month for garbage collection, 

they adjust the price downwards as more entrepreneurs venture to the a rea .

>
Table 5-9: Monthly turnovers for private solid waste col loot ior firms.

FIRM AVO CHARGE!kshp.m) SIZE OF CLIENTELE TURNOVER (ksh)

Bins 300 5,000 2,500,000

DRDSL 300 1 ,400 700,000

Smn11 F i rn 200 3,000 100,000

Source: Field Survey, 1997

The turnover for these firms depends on the charges levied which in turn 

depends on the activity area served and type of clientele. Table 5-9 

shows the monthly turnovers for the three categories of firms.

5-4.2 Level and Nature of Participation.
C

To assess the level at which private firms are involved in the manngeme; ■ 

of solid wastes in the city, we will consider the particular aspec t hi the 

solid waste management process that the firms are engaged in, the areas 

served and the quantities of waste collected. For the latter, it will not 

be possible to assess the total amount of waste collected by al pnv. te 

entrepreneurs since a complete census was not conducted. However, for 

purposes of shedding light on the collection potential of these firms, the 

actual and average collection capacities for the firms interviewed are 

computed.



i) . Aspect Handled.

All the firms interviewed are involved specifically in the collect ion > 

disposal of solid waste. The former involves the removal of waste from 

the generating source while the latter involves the transfer of waste to 

public (City Council) landfills such as the one in Dandora. However, it. 

does not include waste destruction (composting, burying, ineireration, 

e.t.c) and recovery (recycling) activities.

ii) . Areas Served.

Although private solid waste entrepreneurs are spread all over the city, 

most of their activity is concentrated in resident ial neighborhoods. And 

even there, the participation is biased towards the middle and higher 

income residential areas. There is absolutely no private sector activity 

in low-income areas. The explanation for this bias is not only because 

of the inaccessibility of these areas but most importantly due to lack of 

effective demand for the services of private firms. 70% of t he smaJ i 

firms interviewed mainly serve middle income areas and some low- r-mid-.i- 

income areas such as Umoja, Eastleigh and Kariobangi. They general i.y find 

it difficult to penetrate high income areas which are mostly a preserv. 

for the larger firms. The operations of most small firms seldom go beyond 

one residential neighborhood. However, few may occasionally collect
i

refuse from institutions, commercial and industrial establishments. In 

average each of these small firms serves about 500 clients.

Both Bins and DRDSL collect refuse from residential, institutional, 

industrial and commercial sources. Unlike small firms, medium . mi large 

sized firms may serve more than one residential area, and a variety of the 

other waste generating activities. Tn total, Bins and DRDSL se Ve aboir 

5000 and 1400 mixed clients per week. Currently, these are th: mioifv
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of clients that the capacities of these firms can allow. However, demand 

for private service is higher than the present number of companies c m  

meet.

5-4.3 Method of Privatization.

Most of the private solid waste activities are carried out under the open 

competition framework. It is haphazard and unplanned, with small scale 

entrepreneurs having the freedom to choose the areas they want to serve. 

Many of these firms are concentrated mainly in the middle and upper income 

areas with small and large-sized firms operating in the former and latter 

respectively. Informal private sector waste entrepreneurs or "scavengers 

on the other hand, operate anywhere they wish. All these categories or 

entrepreneurs compete openly with one another with some areas laving a 

heavy concentration of these while others almost none. There is no 

evidence that collusion in price setting, which is a common practice where 

open competition is allowed and, especially in the third world where true- 

competition does not exist.

o
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CHAPTER SIX: SUMMARY AND INTERPRETATION OF FINDINGS.

6-1 B a ck g ro u n d .

As we have seen in the preceding chapters, the performance : f urban

infrastructure services in developing countries is generally poor.

Although earlier explanations attributed this situation to internal

shortcomings of infrastructure delivery agencies, the emerging theoretical

understanding points to the overall institutional framework for service
>

delivery - with many expressing dissatisfaction with the public service 

delivery system. Based on the precept that all public infrastructure 

facilities and services are common goods, policies, laws and 

institutional arrangements in developing countries necessitate that they 

be provided by local authorities or the central government through boards, 

parastatals and other public agencies. However, due to a variety of 

problems (c.f Chapter 3), the capacity of the public sector to adequately 

provide for infrastructure services in urban areas has been diminishing 

in recent decades.

In Kenya, the situation is not any different as evidenced by he poor- 

performance of transportation, water, sanitation, drainage, sewerage md 

drainage systems among others. Of particular concern is l:is-.1 poor 

performance of solid waste management systems especially in large cii .cs 

like Nairobi. The Nairobi City Council, which is the sole agency nandated 

by law to manage solid wastes generated within the city, has admitted to 

being incapable of meeting the demands for refuse collection services and 

in ensuring the maintenance of a clean city environment. To cope with the 

situation, city residents have increasingly assumed the responsibility for 

disposing off the wastes they generate. With not so many options 

available, they have more often than not resorted to indisrr im; nil. 

dumping on open spaces all over the city thereby causing not onlv m -s'

©
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environmental pollution, but also creating the aesthetic blight i.hat has 

become one Nairobi's dominant characteristics.

In recent years however, more responsible means of waste hand! i.g hr, 

emerged with the increased involvement of other actors such as the Private 

Sector and Community-based Organizations in waste management ac.ivities 

(specifically collection). Initially, private sector participa ion was 

through the activities of informal solid waste entrepreneurs (variously 

referred to as scavengers, friends of the environment etc). It is onlv 

within the last couple of years that the formal private sector 'through 

established private enterprise) has shown increased interest in solid 

waste collection as a viable business venture. Until now, these firms 

have been operating without any legal or administrative^approval. Then- 

are considerations (following advise from the government) to privatize 

solid waste management activities in the city of Nairobi. It is however 

not clear how and when this will be implemented.

The remainder of this chapter seeks to establish the possibilities, 

constraints and implications of private sector involvement in sol id v.a ;>• 

management in Nairobi. In order to do so, various contextual issues 

identified in chapter two are considered. These include; cost recovery, 

efficiency, public accountability, management, financial, economies of 

scale, legislative, institutional and cost context. The feasibility will 

also be assessed against the background of field findings, and in the 

light of the political, socio-cultural and economic realities of t w  study 

area.

The main national goals of infrastructure facilities and services may : 

summarized as; i) the promotion of a better quality of life (i.e ;>u
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health, well being, security and comfort), ii) economic development (1 . s 

productivity and efficiency of economic activities), iii) the p • root i >n 

of environmental quality (i.e, sustainability of the natural envi 'onnient 

and, iv) the promotion of effective governance (i.e, contribution to ci\ 1 

harmony and guidance). In order to determine whether the solution to 

solid waste management problems in the city of Nairobi is privatization, 

it is important to assess the performance of current private sector 

involvement against this background. And since the choice here is between 

the private and public sector, it is necessary that a comparative analysis 

of the two systems as they measure up to these 'challenges be carried out. 

In general, the achievement of the above goals or failufi to achieve them 

can be attributed to strengths and weaknesses of -ithcr of the two 

systems. This in turn can be assessed by comparing various indicator 

such as; i) benefits that the current private sector involveuent has 

yielded to consumers, ii) economic benefits and, iii) resource use 

efficiencies. These are further outlined in section 6-2.2.

6 -2  E s t a b l i s h i n g  P o s s ib i l i t i e s  f o r  P r i v a t i z a t i o n .

6-2.1 The Existence of a Favourable Environment,

i). Consumer Preferences.

One of the strengths of private sector involvement is that consumers : vr 

the opportunity to influence the quantity and quality ot services < 1 { re • 

to them by exercising their freedom of choice and their right to voice 

their complaints to service delivery agencies. This is a one of t ic i a or 

factors in determining whether the private sector will provide a service. 

If consumer preferences are of diverse tastes, the possibili* i »s for 

private sector involvement are many. This situation is prevalent in the 

City of Nairobi where currently, the private sector has found favo r wi 

urban residents. Increasingly, private firms are being involve- i . t h«-
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collection of waste from middle and high income resident ia1 neigh." r 

and in Nairobi's formal industrial and commercial establishments tc.f Ca 

5).

ii) Economies of Contiguity.

One of the major reasons used to advocate for the privatization of soli 

waste management services is that unlike water, roads, and sewerage 

systems among others, there are no economies of scale found in the former. 

Instead, in solid waste management, there are what could be ref rred as 

"economies of contiguity" which arise when waste generating act ivi ies are 

concentrated in one area. These are present in all activity areas in 

Nairobi. And even in low-income areas, where due to a myriad of problems 

door to door collection of waste by private companies is seldom prnot-iced, 

the possibility for private collection of refuse in these areas exists. 

Since the amount of refuse generated by low income residents 

(approximately 0 .3 5 kgs per capita), is significantly tower than that 

which is generated by high income residents (0.60 kgs per capita), < group 

of residents may be able to share the cost of collecting one bag of .s 

waste. Similarly, the accumulation (as is the current practice) of ... do 

at a central point for collective disposal presents massive "econor. > 

contiguity". It is therefore still possible to engage private i nn i.
i

waste collection. However, the activities of Communil based

Organizations would be very essential especially in organizing residents 

and pave the way for feasible private sector involvement.

iii) . Ease of Entry.

The private sector is very shy. It often does not venture into areas 

where the risk on investment is high, and where there are numerous

barriers impinging on their operation. In Nairobi, another pr n- n

O
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for privatization emanates from the ease with which private sol d wast...- 

entrepreneurs enter the solid waste activity as a business. Many of thoi 

observed that private solid waste entrepreneurship has minimum Iwrrer 

to entry as collection involves technological simplicity and to a iar • 

extent, moderate investment costs. Hence it is feasible for local firms 

with modest financial resources to set up and run a solid waste co lection 

venture. The private firms did not in any way complain that the costs 

were high. The study revealed that most of the firms are small-sized 

using an average of one vehicle, and four employees. Most of the private 

solid waste collection companies lease equipment (i.e, collection 

vehicles) from individual owners. These provide the vehicles, drivers, 

as well as fuel and maintenance leaving the private entrepreneur with the 

responsibility for acquiring and paying collection personnel.

iv). Cost Recovery Potential.

Private sector participation is only feasible if revenues from payiie 

consumers can ensure the private entrepreneur of a quick roco^ .' i 

capital invested. In Nairobi, although solid waste management i n v o l v e  

labour intensive street sweeping and waste collection techniques. 

costs in the city are relatively low thereby present ing an atiract v 

environment for private sector participation. The issue of cost f r
i

entrepreneur is further simplified by the fact that the majority T those 

served by private firms currently do not think that the charges lev i d a. c* 

high. This could be because of the value that they attach to account tble 

service delivery (which city authorities do not guarantee), or b e e  uv ' 

involvement of private firms is still a relatively new phonom >" •

Anyhow, the above factors combine to yield huge profits f°r , 

entrepreneur as roughly demonstrated in table 6-1 below. This m  

that it is easy for these companies to quickly recover won*v ''



invested in  e s ta b lis h in g  a s o lid  waste c o l le c t io n  ven tu re .

Table 6-1 Monthly Profits for Private Solid Waste Collection Finns.

FIRM TURNOVER (ksh) EXPENDITURE (ksh) PROFIT (khh)

Bins 2,500,000 1,135,000 1,365,000

DRDSL 910,000 395,000 515,000

Snail Firn 100,000 72,000 2 3.000 ]•

Source: Field Survey, 1997

With profits as a percentage of total income being 55%, 44% and 2 '" 

respectively for the three types of firms, cost recovery is assure-.. 

Eventually therefore, the only challenge for the solid waste entivpre 

is to organize and ensure that clients get a reliable and effic 

collection service.

6-2.2 Strengths of the Current Private Sector Involvement. 

i) Benefits to consumers.

The current private sector participation has contributed, though 

small extent at present, to better environmental conditions 

consequently better quality of life for the residents of areas sen -a. 

As indicated in the findings (c.f cap 4), the majority of urban r* .i . ■;,.t , 

especially in areas served by private firms attributed the improv d so-
t

waste situation to increased private sector activity. Presently, it may 

not be possible to assess the aggregate contribution that these f rms inn! . 

in terms of preventing environmental pollution as data on the actual 

number of private firms operating in the city and consequently tno total 

amounts of waste collected by them, is unavailable. However, their 

present contribution's depicted in statistics of the two large companies 

interviewed, and an average for the small firms (table 

significant.
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Contribution of Private Firm = Waste Collected by Private Firm X 1f)0
Total Amount of Waste Generaled

Table 6-2 Quantities Collected Monthly by Private Firms.

FIRM AMOUNT COLLECTED (tns) % OF TOTAL WASTE

Bins 4500 1.25

I DRDSL 180 0.5

| Smal 1 F i rms 45 0.125

Source: Field Survey, 1997

Private sector involvement has also assured city residents of More 

accountable service - frequent service and better waste handlin' 

practices. For these, clients are willing to pay higher rates I ban ai * 

charged by the city council.

ii) Economic Benefits.

One of the greatest constraints hindering the city council from offering 

effective and efficient service is that of inadequate finance. Not only 

has the current private sector involvement contributed in secur .ng 

investment finance for solid waste management activities, but has throu < 

the use of old non-conventional vehicles, helped in saving large amour d 

of foreign exchange required to purchase conventional waste reni'va. an 

hauling equipment.

Presently, Bins, DRDSL and small firms collect 1.25%, 0.5% and 0 125% 

the city's waste respectively. Hence one will need about 80, 200 and o > 

firms of the respective capacities to collect all the waste g -n.*r «.*•;

the city. Assuming that only one type of firm is involved in c tv-v 

waste collection and using the amount of capital invested by Bins, Ic. 

and the average small solid waste entrepreneurs, table 6-’ be: <
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c e t e r i s  p a r ib u s  possible resource mobilization scenarios for large, mo l . 

and small sized private solid waste collection firms respect ive1v.

Table 6-3 Resource Mobilization Potentials of Private Sol 1 Was1 
Entrepreneurs.

Capital (K £ ) Total I of firms Possible Resource Mobili/a j
FIRM required t ion Scenarios (ILL)

| Large firms 1,000,000 80 80,000,000

H Medium 600,000 200 120,000.000

H Sma11 f i rms 1 ,600 800 1 ,280,000

NR/ Capital for the small firms does not include the cost of purchasing equipment (c.i 
Sect ion 5-4.1).

iii). Resource-use Efficiencies.

In situation where resources needed for infrastructure investments r

scarce, it is important that the available resources are used effici 'iifiv.

It is argued that the private sector is more efficient in the use oi 
v $

scarce resources in service delivery than the public sector Th:
0

efficiency is said to derive from internal and external factors unque to 

the operation of private sector enterprise such as management flexibii i t.v, 

freedom of action, greater financial discipline and accountabi1 ,ty 

market forces, flexible scheduling, efficient vehicle routing, 

repairs and the pressure of competitive forces among otaeis. 

comparative Analysis between the public and private sector so] i ; 

collection firms seems to confirm the efficiency of the latter on some o. 

these aspects such as, labour productivity and vehicle co:1 • t i , . 

efficiencies.

In solid waste management, efficient labour use necessitates that more 

personnel be dedicated to collection activities (drivers and loaders) i . 

to any of the other tasks. This situation is prevalent in almo1i t
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the private firms interviewed with manual labourers taking up 

of the total labourforce.

Table 6-4 Distribution of Labour force Between Agency Tasks.

NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OF WORKERS PF.R FIRM ____ 1
| CATEGORY NCC RINS DRDSL SMAti H R M  1!

II Managers 21 0.9* 5 7* 1 4* 1 25* f|

|| Supervisors 239 10* 4 6* 1 4* 1 2S% |j

|| Clerks 14 0.6* 5 7* 2 8* -

|| Manual 2120 88.5* 54 80* 21 84* 2 5°* I
1 Total 2420 100 68 100* 2 5 • 100* 4 100* |

Source: Field Survey, 1997

Although the city council seems to have a higher percentage *d t 

labourforce in manual positions than the private firms, an an lysi 

labour productivity shows that loaders in the private firms are genera! 

more productive as they lift more quantities of waste per day o  ;n 

those of the city council.

Table 6-5: Comparative Analysis of Labour productivity.

FIRM Waste Collected tns/pd Loaders p.d Productivity to n . i.d

NCC 300 250 1.2

Bins 90 20 4.5

DRDSL 36 6 f.. 0

|| Small Firms 9 2 4.5 i

Source: Field Survey, 1997

NB/ Small firms collect garbage only on Saturdays (five times < month; 
while labourers from ail other firms work three shifts . .. ek. 
Since the working week is six days, the Larger private i irms and th< 
city council have only half their labourforce working on .try given 
day. The formula below were used to arrive at tt<* labour 
productivity. i)

i) Shift per day ■ length of Working Week = <- * 0.5
Nu m b e r  of shifts per week 3
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ii) N u mber of loaders per day ■ Total Nu m b e r  of Loaders X Shifi* pe - i

ill) Labour Productivity ■ A mount of Waste Collected per Day * Tones /<;a
Number of Loaders per Hay

For efficient waste collection and better labour productive y, : 

supervisor/worker ratio must be high so as to allow for adequa - 

practically efficient supervision. The presumption here is that the 1 s 

number of labourers assigned to a supervisor, the better the qu lity > 

supervision more and hence the higher the quality of service offered. A] 

the private firms interviewed have a good ratio. It mav seem fr-nn t 

analysis below that the city council has a higher ratio than most :.p n ;. 

private firms. While this may be true, it is commonplace that the qa .l . 

of supervision in the city council is poor as evidenced by t h< poor- 

services offered (c.f sect 6-2 .2 :ii).

Table 6-6: Supervisor/worker Ratios of Different Waste Collection

Agencies.

CATEGORY

i v a c a ■■ ■viTmnn vi . :*.*■■■ a I'-nr-:-: t -j-.------m'lf.uirEwau.TTt’.rs:-----3---2.atS2St.

DISTRIBUTION OF LABOURERS PER FIRM

NCC BINS DRDSL SMALL FIRJS

Supervisors 239 4 1 1 P

Manual Workers 2120 54 21 2

Rat lo 1:9 1:14 1:21 i • j
U i n r  ,t -■— -»s::

Source: Field’Survey, 1997

The collection of refuse depends as much on the efficient use of rh . 

as it depends on the use of other resources. The most, efficient use of 

a vehicle would be one that comes near to using it’s full tarry.ng 

capacity. The carrying capacity not only depends on total load hat can 

be ferried per trip but also on the number of trips that a vehicle can 

make to the dumping site. In Nairobi, due to a variety of fa to - 

distance to the dumping site, Spatial arrangement of waste g ■
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activities e.t.c) the average number of trips a vehicle can make ; • 

is two. The table below shows how the city council and the ii 

categories of private firms make use of their vehicle c   ̂

capacities.

Table 6-7: Comparative Analysis of Vehicle Collection Effieiencio .

FIRM Vehicle Capacity 
(tns)

Waste Collected 
p.d

Vehicle use Efficiency 
(X)

NCC 348 300 86 ____i
Bins 100 90 £> 0 1 

H

DROSL 34 36 •

Small
Firms

14 9
64

Source: Field Survey, 1997

- Vehicle Collection Capacity ■ Total Carrying Capacity X Average urn
Trips/day.

Efficiency of Vehicle Use ■ Amount of Waste Collected per day. x 100
Vehicle Collection Capacity

As can be deduced, the private firms seem to be more efficient in t i . i - 

of vehicle capacities. The somewhat low efficiency of vehicle use by 

small firms is explained by the fact that their current clientele ;< 

allow them to carry more than one trip. However, against o • r, 

efficiency of vehicle use would be about 128%.

6-2.3 Weaknesses of Current Private Sector Involvement.

To assess the weaknesses of private sector solid waste collection 'he .s.ime 

criteria as above is used. The two major weaknesses of the current ; rivate 

entrepreneurship in solid waste are the higher costs both to consume ana 

to the private firms, and the number of existing and expected extern.'.lilies.
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i). Cost of Collection.

The cost of private solid waste collection to Nairobi resid n s i 

substantially higher than that public service. Compared to the city < : .

private firms charge more fees per month for their collection services, For

instance, whereas the city council charges only ksh 40 per me
C

domestic refuse removal, private firms charge a minimum of ksh 150 .
©

have no ceiling on the upper limit. Similarly, whereas the city count 

not charge for any extra waste collected at the household. 'Private m m :  > > 

the other hand impose an extra fee for any additional bag of waste cobecte.: 

within the week. Bins for instance charges ksh 80 while DRDSL char t s k 

50. This adds to the aggregate monthly costs to the consumer.

Secondly, the cost of collecting one tone of refuse is much higits 

private firms than for the city council. This could be explained by a n s a. 

of factors. For instance, while the city council uses more techno)< 

superior vehicles such as compactors which allow for the removal m 

waste per trip, the private firms often use vehicles not d 

specifically to handle large quantities of waste. In addition to i 

sheer lack of experience for most of the private firms makes it .. 

them to route vehicles efficiently as compared to the city council w , r.; 

been in the trade for a much longer period.

Table 6-8: Collection Costs per Tone for NCC and Private Firms.

U
II FIRM Expenditure! K£/yr) Waste Collected Tns/year Collection cof i■i K.:/7n |j

NCC 1,212,583 108,000 ........  n -2.... . --.J

Bins 681,000 5,400
i-

126.1

D RDSL 237,000 1,512 156.7

SmAll 43,000 540 80.0 s
F<rms

. 4

Source: Field Survey, T997
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Collection costs ■ Annual Expenditure OH J» « K£/Ton
Aaount of Waste Collected

However, it is important to observe that even though sol 1 \ . 

management services by the city council are cheaper, heavily st. vs >1 

operation and maintenance costs usually exceed the revenues rece \ 

service charges collected by local authorities.

ii) . Externalities on the Environment.

There are numerous complains both from consumers and the Ci t y  tow. • .

about private firms not dumping the wastes they collect in the o f i  . .  

dumping site. To cut down on costs, and due to the lack of effe 

monitoring of their activities by the city authorities, some private i 

remove waste from their clients premises only to dump it on sit s 

far from the point of generation and in so doing not solving the ptobi .

iii) . Loss of Employment Opportunities.

Kenya is now experiencing high levels of unemployment. u

employment opportunities far outstrips the rate of job ere.'it ion. 

private solid waste management is among the newest set j a 

providing jobs for many school leavers, there are incio tt 

increased private sector involvement will not necessarily hei,-
i

employment opportunities. In fact, assuming that any o! t.h» 

companies was to be contracted to solely handle all the wasti* .,t .«■■. 

within the city, it's potential for creating employment • 

would be far much less than that of the city council operat ing at ;equi *ed 

capacity. Besides the public sector is always better at ere . t ing job 

opportunities as contrasted with the labour minimization tendencies of the 

private sector. Within the public sector however, excess e, , r 

commonly characterized by limited performance and excessive o
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Table 6-9: Job Creation Potentials of Private Solid Wande En:re;

FIRMS Current # of jobs Total # of firms 
required

Job Crcat ton Set t..

Large firms 68 80 5440

Medium 2 S 200 sooo

Small firms 4 800 3200

| NCC 2420 4 968C

Source: Field Survey, 1997

iv). Ease of Exit.

in section 6-2.1, we identified that private sector involvement, in

waste collection in Nairobi is made possible by the ease of entry 

existence of minimum barriers to entry. Unfortunately, the . \,m  .« ;>

no barriers to exit posses a problem to the effectiveness an »d 

of waste collection firms. Since there are no laws at the pie*. i 

regulate the behaviour of private solid waste entrepreneurs, som*j 

firms abdicate their responsibilities to clients and sometimes 

them without any justified explanation. This kind of behaviour • d.: 

the level to which these companies can be accountable to the 

However, the situation is not critical and the performance ol 

firms on this aspect is certainly better compared to the city C- u,

6 -3  C o n s t r a in t  to  P r iv a t iz a t io n .
t

The above account seems to suggest the absence of current and 

constraints to private solid waste collection and disposal in I 

This is however not the case. There exist constraints id» :ii i i 

various levels. These include;

6-3.1 Political.

In Kenya, the relationship between the two levels <> 

responsible for urban management (Central and Local) is s\.
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authorities have no significant autonomy to make meaningfV 

formulate and implement policies that would improve the overaI 

and effectiveness of urban management functions. Local Authorities 

as extensions to the central government whose political intares < 

be in line with those of city residents. In Kenya, the above 

is further complicated in the present multi-party era whereby 

management of cities, including Nairobi, is the jurisdict ion of o; 

political parties while the central government is under t'he cont.r- 

ruling party. This has led to the deterioration in the condi r i >; 

urban-based infrastructure facilities and services. The sol -c 

situation in Nairobi has especially deteriorated since I he in;ro 

of multi-party politics in 199. For the private sector to be e . ; ; 

Local government autonomy is crucial.

On another level, the extent of meaningful citizen participation n : 

public processes in Kenya is minimal. Despite the increasing 

awareness, and their right to accountable service for paymei u 

service consumers have absolutely no say in decision-making. Vi 

reduced to mere voting machines and often, their lobbying activir 

misconstrued as being anti-government. However, for effective - 

sector involvement, the voice of the consumer must come 1■ s..
t

6-3.2 Socio-cultural.

In low-income areas, communities bear the qualities of mua. . .. 

and co-operation. These have significantly aided the use oi n,;. 

action in dealing with solid waste management problems. Howev* r, in ot *;• 

areas, such as the Central Business District, these qualities nr<* not 

guaranteed and the individualistic attitudes yield a c 

indiscriminate dumping that may to a large extent be res;.-
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solid waste situation in recent years. Tn communities there • 

residents have not been similarly sensitized about the ;f 

maintaining a clean environment, and their responsibility s v . 

generators, there will be resistance to direct user charges . . 

private sector involvement.

6-3.3 Legislative Framework.
A

The current legal and institutional framework does not allow id. 

solid waste collection and disposal. This creates a sita. «

uncertainty which in turn limits the possibilities for more pr . . - 

participation. Similarly, at the present, there are no x 

legislation and regulations to guide and regulate the an 

private entrepreneurs. This may (and indeed currently does; a 

effectiveness of solid waste management efforts (c.f sect 6-d

/

6-3.4 Economic.

The prevailing economic conditions in the country could be .. r 

in the determination of the feasibility and effectivenos . : 

sector involvement. If the people are poor, as is the case 

Nairobi, they may not be able to afford t hr' cost of priv 

collection and may thus be opposed to any attempts at pr

6 -4  Im p lic a tio n s .

Notwithstanding the above constraints, the current exp.-fiem 

that the feasibility for private sector involvement in so; a. aste 

management activities exists. Although the private sector c.-ul be said 

to be more efficient than the publ ic sector on several accounts , the 

weaknesses identified suggest that, private sector po i ■ ,

waste management is not a panacea, but nevertheless a si.
O
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solving the problem. Consideration should thus 1" 

possibility of privatizing the service. This means that <d . >n 

be dedicated to removing the constraints and capitali/ing on t 

inherent in private sector participation. The way forward is ou 

chapter seven.

o
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CHAPTER SEVEN: POLICY IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.

The potential for improving performance in urban infrastructure service 

provision is substantial as is the quantity of resources devoted to 

infrastructure investments. Thus both the need and the broad direction 

for reform are clear. In Kenya and other developing countries, additional 

investments on infrastructure facilities and services will obviously be 

needed. However, unless the government will initiate a local government 

reform process, giving public infrastructure delivery agencies (local 

authorities, parastatals, boards e.t.c) the autonomy necessary for 

promoting internal efficiency and functional effectiveness, and unless 

these agencies will attract more competent personnel, more investment will 

not in it-self avoid wasteful inefficiencies, improve maintenance, or 

increase user participation in service delivery functions. Achieving 

these improvements in performance therefore, will not only call for 

adjustments in policies but also for fundamental institutional changes in 

the way that the 'business' of infrastructure is conducted. Below are 

possible policy and structural approaches that may help solve problems in 

infrastructure in Kenya and specifically, the solid waste situation in the 

City of Nairobi.

7 -1  T o w a rd s  a n  I n fr a s tr u c tu r e  S e r v ic e  D e liv e r y  P o lic y  in  K en ya.

Although the government of Kenya recognizes the role that infrastructure 

plays in promoting economic development and sustainable living conditions, 

there is no elaborate policy to guide infrastructure investment and 

service delivery decisions. Most infrastructure related decisions to-date 

have been made on an ad-hoc basis - often as a response to crises and 

frequently influenced by the political will of the powers that be.. An 

elaborate infrastructure delivery policy for Kenya would be one that 

clearly defines goals and objectives of infrastructure investments and
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systems and outlines the criteria for assessing the performance of 

infrastructure management. The policy should also give a general 

guideline as to the possible strategies that could be used in meeting the 

country's infrastructure demands. More specifically, there is need to 

adopt a demand-oriented approach so that infrastructure investment 

decisions are linked to effective demand for facilities and services. 

Consequently, infrastructure decisions should focus more on the 

users/consumers of services giving consideration to their satisfaction for 

services offered. Figure 7-1 gives an overview of the policy framework 

for infrastructure management.

7-2  D ire ctio n s  fo r  U rb a n  I n fr a s tr u c tu r e  M anagem ent R eform s.

The performance of urban infrastructure systems also depends on the 

effectiveness of urban management systems and the management efficiencies 

of infrastructure delivery agencies. In Kenya, as saw established in 

chapter three, the former is constrained by the centralized framework 

within which local governance and administration of development takes 

place while the latter are confronted by internal and external problems 

(Cap 4 & 6). Both these have rendered infrastructure management systems 

in the country ineffective to a considerable extent. If the performance 

of infrastructure systems is to improve, fundamental institutional and 

structural changes must be effected. Below are some of the approaches 

that might go a long way in reforming urban and infrastructure management 

systems.

7-2.1 Institutional development.

The government should enhance the management capacity of local government 

through administrative decentralization and establish mechanisms to ensure 

accountability of infrastructure institutions to users by building their
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technical, financial and organizational capacities and by improving the 

operational capacity of institutions responsible for, policy making, long-term 

planning, medium-term programming, implementation, operation and maintenance, 

monitoring and evaluation.

Figure 7-1: Infrastructure Service Delivery: Overview of the Policy Framework.

Goals of Infrastructure Systems:

a) Improve the quality of life of the population and alleviate the 
consequences of poverty,

b) Promote economic productivity and growth,
c) Protect the urban environment and,
d) Reinforce the effectiveness of municipal governance.

Performance of Infrastructure Management:

a) Impact

b) Effectiveness

c) Efficiency

d) Sustainability
/

Principles of Demand-Oriented Service Delivery:

I
 a) Responsiveness of service delivery to market demand for services, 
b) Public processes to internalize the cost of externalities to 

society,

c) Equitable distribution of service access by adapting supply
patterns of poor users and generating public demand to cover the 
remaining needs.

-contribution of infrastructure systems to 
policy goals
-correspondence of types, qualities and 
quantities of delivered services to the real 
needs of society,
-lowest life-cycle cost of delivered services 
and,
-long-term technical, ecological, financial and 
institutional delivery of service.

Adopted from: Schubeler,1996

7-2.2 Private Sector Participation

Local Authorities and other Public Infrastructure Service Delivery Agencies 

(PISDA’s) should unbundle service delivery processes into their component 

functions and activities. Consequently, they should determine which functions 

and /or activities are contestable and suitable for



privatization and determine the appropriate form of public-private 

partnership for each supply process and activity. Most important, they 

should invent adequate mechanisms for public regulation and control of the 

privatized service delivery.

7-2.3 User Participation

The Central Government, Local Authorities and both public and private
>

(non-governmental) Infrastructure Service Delivery Agencies should support 

community-based service provision by establishing programs for 

collaboration with user communities in area-based infrastructure 

development, operation and maintenance and where possible, other 

infrastructure processes and management functions.

Figure 7-2 (Overleaf) is a conceptual representation of an appropriate 

infrastructure service delivery framework showing linkages between 

infrastructure needs, actors in provision, private and public facilities 

and the impacts of infrastructure processes.

7-3  P r iv a tiz a t io n  o f S o lid  W aste M anagem ent S e r v ic e s .

In line with the findings (Cap 5 & 6), the study recommends that solid 

waste management activities in the City of Nairobi be privatized. 

Presently however, the ideal arrangement for the city of Nairobi may be 

a mix of public and private sector provision. This is because the city 

is not prepared for an immediate total privatization of the service. For 

instance, there are not as many private firms engaged in the activity at 

the present and though the possibilities as have been identified in 

chapter six exist, the predictability of investment decisions by the 

private sector in the near future is uncertain. Secondly an immediate 

public sector pull-out from waste management activities may create a
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vacuum - leading to far reaching, undesirable consequences. It may for 

instance lead to externalities such as high costs to the consumer and, 

environmental degradation arising from inadequate competition, 

indiscriminate dumping by those who cannot afford private service 

respectively. A slow and gradual privatization process is thus desirable 

to avoid these and other consequences and to ensure a smooth transition 

to private sector solid waste management - giving ample time to the laying 

down of an appropriate institutional and regulatory framework. The 

following measures could be useful if the possibilities and potentials of 

the private sector in solid waste management are to be harnessed and 

realized.

Figure 7-2: Schema of Urban Infrastructure Systems.

User
Approval

Fees
&

Taxes

Institutional 

dev't

Higher
->H Government 

Authorities

->-| Local 
-> Government 

Authorities Impact

Prov'n of 
Facilities

Operation & 
Maintenance

Political-
Institutional
Context

Physical — H
----------------- >

Dev’t
— >- Private

Public
Infrastructure 

Facilities

Facilities ->—

Self

Community dev't 
---- <-------

— >
Impact

Natural-
Ecological
Context

Users of 
Facilities

Prov'n

— <— Users of 
Sanitation 
Facilities

\

---->
Impact

Socio-
Economic
Context

Adopted from Scubeller, 1996
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7-3.1 Institutional framework.

Consideration should be given to review Section 162 of the local 

Government Act to allow participation and partnership amongst various 

actors in the management of solid waste in urban areas. Significant 

actors in this case would be the central government, the city council and 

non-governmental organizations such as the private sector. The repealed 

act should clearly specify the functions of each of the actors and define 

the nature of relationship between the governmental and non-governmental 

entities.

i) The private sector.

Many solid waste management activities may be unbundled to the private 

sector. For starters, the provision of solid waste collection activities 

should be left to private entrepreneurs. In the meantime, the City 

Council should determine what other aspects of the solid waste management 

process are contestable and prepare them for eventual private sector 

delivery.

ii) The city council.

Although many of the solid waste management activities should be left to 

private entrepreneurs, the City Council should maintain the overall 

responsibility for solid waste management. However, it's role, through 

the Department of Environment should be to monitor and regulate the 

activities of private solid waste management agencies. This office should 

also ensure that, in the interest of public health and environmental 

quality, all people and areas within the city should receive solid waste 

management services. This may mean that the council itself could be 

involved in the provision of services in the initial stages of 

privatization to areas where private enterprise may shun such as low-
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income areas. Similarly, the city council, together with partners from 

the private sector, should maintain responsibility for waste actual 

destruction and recovery activities.

iii) The central government.

Beyond the strengthening of local government, there is obvious need for 

the central government to play an active role especially in establishing 

expectations of local performance and in retaining* some degree of 

oversight to ensure accountability over some areas of local decision

making. It should also maintain responsibility'over the creation of a 

suitable environment for enabling private sector participation.

7-3.2 Creating an Enabling Environment.

i) Minimizing Barriers to Private Sector Participation.

For the private sector to be attracted to an infrastructure service 

delivery function, a suitable environment for their operation should 

exist. This can be ensured by the use of incentives and through the 

reduction of barriers to entry. To encourage private sector participation 

in solid waste management activities therefore, free entry and to a 

minimum extent free exit into solid waste markets should be encouraged. 

Private firms should be allowed equal access to consumers of solid waste 

management services. An effort should be made to eradicate complexities 

in the qualification, registration and equipment procurement processes as 

a way of encouraging more solid waste entrepreneurs to be involved. 

Contractual terms stipulated in tenders and licenses should be clear and 

must specify the expectations of the contracting partners to avoid 

confusion, ambiguities and duplication of responsibilities.
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ii) Incentives to Entrepreneurs

For private sector involvement in service delivery to be effective, there 

has to be an environment suitable for the realization of maximum 

efficiencies at the lowest costs possible through the provision of 

incentives such as guarantees for any borrowing, assumption of foreign 

exchange risk, tax incentives, customs duty exemption and special lines 

of credit.
»

7-3.3 Monitoring and Regulation.

For privatization to be effective, there is need to establish ways of 

monitoring and evaluating the activities of private solid waste management 

agencies. This involves not only the carrying out of routine checks on 

the said agencies, but also involves an assessment of performance based 

on various environmental and efficiency criteria. In order to do so, the 

department within the city council in charge of solid waste management 

(Department of Environment) should be adequately staffed with skilled 

personnel and equipped with the technology to carry out a meaningful 

monitoring and evaluation process. Inspectors for instance, should be 

people knowledgeable in environmental matters so that they can be able to 

monitor pollution levels that may arise from failure by collection 

agencies to adhere to performance standards. The monitoring and 

evaluation team should therefore involve technical and legal personnel 

such as environmentalists, engineers, physical planners, lawyers and other 

professionals that may be deemed necessary.

i) Setting Performance Standards.

Whether services are produced by public or private sectors, in either 

case, a clear specification of service standards is critical to both 

effective control, coverage and efficiency. To facilitate easy monitoring
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of private sector activities, it is important that the Department of 

Environment should come up with what may be considered standards for 

evaluating performance. These should be clear on the output of service 

required of the solid waste agency and clearly define the sanctions that 

are to be imposed for non-performance. There should be for instance 

minimum standards of waste handling practices such as the type of vehicles 

to be used, the frequency of collection for different waste generating 

activities, etc.
>

ii) Civic Education.

The effectiveness of private sector involvement can be influenced by the 

level of awareness of waste generators on the importance of maintaining 

a clean environment and the implications of irresponsible waste handling 

practices such as indiscriminate dumping. Where people are least aware 

of the above, there will be rejection to private sector involvement 

especially if it necessitates that they pay for services offered. The 

City Council therefore, should take responsibility for educating city 

residents not only on the above issues, but also on the enormity of the 

real costs of solid waste management activities. This way the residents' 

level of awareness will not only rise, but they will also be more willing 

to share in the costs.

iii) The Use of Legislation.

One of the major setbacks to solid waste management efforts in the city 

of Nairobi is the lack of, or lack of adequate enforcement of existing 

legislation and regulations. The Central government and the city council 

should come up with laws and by-laws both to regulate activities and 

punish any wrong doing. About three sets of legislation are needed for 

effective private sector participation in waste management activities.
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These include;

i) those that regulate the activities of waste generators and consumers 

of solid waste services. Open dumping of refuse should be outlawed 

as a way of protecting the environment and simplifying private 

sector initiatives in waste management. Consequently the 

enforcement of regulations that minimize the possibility of 

indiscriminate dumping should be pursued vehemently.

ii) those that define and regulate the activities of private solid waste 

entrepreneurs. These may include regulation and legislation on 

standards that private entrepreneurs must adhere to in order to 

protect the environment against indiscriminate dumping and other 

unsafe waste handling practices. Another set of regulations should 

be established to protect consumers from exploitation by private 

entrepreneurs. They should state clearly the contractual terms 

between the solid waste firms and their clients,

iii) those that define the role of the government and local authorities -

especially laws relating to tendering and licensing which specify 

contractual terms between private solid waste management agencies 

and the local authorities and (or) the government. If possible, 

these laws minimize the ease of exit caused by limited barriers as 

this may lead to serious environmental health implications.

Consequently, full sets of these regulations should be circulated to all 

parties to facilitate easy adherence and enforcement. The department of 

Environment should be given the necessary authority to enforce these laws 

and take legal action against those who contravene them. The department
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should also open it's doors to receive complaints from the public about 

solid waste agencies with a view to increasing the accountability of these 

firms to individuals and the public at large.

7-3.4 Organization of Collection Activities.

i) Zoning.

The city council should come up with clearly delineated zones of operation 

not only to ensure that the solid waste management Service covers all 

areas adequately and efficiently, but also to ease the privatization 

process. Various instruments could be used to discourage over

concentration in high income areas and encourage venture in low income 

areas. This for instance, could be achieved through the use of dis

incentives and incentives respectively. The council might consider coming 

up with minimum consumer charges and impose high corporate taxes in high 

income areas while setting maximum consumer charges and low corporate 

taxes in low income areas. In this way, the high income areas will not 

only subsidize the low income zones but also attract entrepreneurs to 

areas which they would otherwise have shunned.

ii) Involvement of Communities.

Whereas in middle and high income areas, where elaborate transport network 

exist, door to door collection of waste is feasible. The same cannot be 

guaranteed in low income areas. However here, the communal collection 

system, whereby members of the community dump their garbage in a central 

location for disposal (through burning and composting), or to a communal 

container for collection, is common practice. As was established in 

chapter six, this creates "economies of contiguity" making private sector 

participation possible. For private sector involvement to be economically 

feasible, the activities of community based organizations should be
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supported through technical and financial assistance by the government, 

voluntary organizations or international agencies. Local communities in 

areas other than low-income areas should also be involved whenever 

possible in city-wide clean-up operations.

iii) Waste Disposal.

Disposal services should be separated from collection services. 

Collection should be earmarked for eventual full privatization. To avert 

possible negative externalities to the environment, disposal should be 

left to the public sector for now. However, when legislation and an 

institutional framework for monitoring the activities of private firms is 

in place and capable of ensuring the enforcement of regulations, the 

privatization of disposal services should be encouraged. Consequently, 

the establishment of more waste disposal sites at varying locations within 

the city should be considered as a means of increasing accessibility and 

saving of transportation costs for the private firms.

7-3.5 Costs

i) Cost Sharing Proposals.

Service to all consumers, whether paying or non-paying, is in the public 

interest. Unlike water supply or electricity, which can be readily cut 

off for non-payment of user charges, solid waste collection can not be 

discontinued without jeopardizing the public welfare. The cost of solid 

waste management should be shared between the generators, the solid waste 

collection agencies and the government. While the cost of those solid 

waste management activities considered as private goods such as collection 

should be borne by the waste generators, the cost of providing those 

services that are considered as public goods such as the collection of 

refuse from low income areas, street sweepings, and the cleaning of public
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spaces should be covered through the general revenues of local government. 

For disposal, tipping fees (user charges on a per tone basis) can be 

readily collected from private refuse haulers and from individual 

industrial establishments that bring their waste to the landfill.

The current service charge payments (dust-bin hire charges) to the Nairobi 

City Council should be discontinued in order to facilitate private sector 

involvement. These should be replaced by taxes levied on solid waste 

entrepreneurs as a means to cover solid waste costs such as, monitoring 

and evaluation activities of the solid waste department. This should give 

the solid waste agency some autonomy by eliminating the need to compete 

with all other government agencies for their share of general revenue.

ii) Dealing with the Negative Effects of Cost.

Costs can sometimes be a cause of solid waste problems. Many people, 

finding that the costs are high, may not be willing to contract out 

collection and instead prefer the easier option of dumping in open sites. 

Similarly, waste collection firms, aiming to cut down on costs, may not 

desire to incur the costs of transporting collected waste to the dumping 

site and may instead dump it not so far from the source. In both these 

cases, the government should, through the enforcement of regulations and 

legislation, make it mandatory for all to pay for services received 

regardless of the agency. And for tipping fees to be levied in a manner 

that does not encourage clandestine dumping, relevant local government 

laws and sanctions need to be comprehensive, and inspection and 

enforcement systems need to be consistently vigilant in their monitoring 

of such.
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iii) Cost Determination and Regulation.

The government should also be more involved in the regulation of tariffs 

charged by limiting collusion and price-setting. The government, 

reserving the main responsibility for ensuring that private companies are 

accountable to their clients, should carry out an analysis to establish 

the apparent and hidden costs of private versus government service, 

showing the hidden subsidies and costs that might exist in either service. 

This should establish a basis for the setting of ’user charges or 

collection costs. The services should also be costed in relation to both 

investment and operating implications - the latter including regular 

maintenance and budgeted provision for depreciation of say, vehicles and 

other limited life plant, and the appreciating cost of investment finance. 

The relative cost of providing the service to any particular category of 

consumer must also be assessed with the consideration of sourcing the 

wealthier residents for the cross-subsidy of service to poorer residents. 

The mechanism of service delivery should undergo constant changes in order 

to increase affordability to as many consumers as possible but without 

compromising standards. In the case of chargeable services, effective 

coverage means that tariffs are updated to ensure cost recovery.

7-3.6 Method of privatization.

Open competition, which results in higher service charges for the 

consumer, is not advisable for low income areas. Neither is it possible 

for areas with no specific waste generator such as public open spaces and 

streets. For these areas therefore, concessions, contracting or 

franchising may work better at least in the short term. It may however 

be feasible for areas where residents consider their "freedom to choose" 

an issue of paramount importance and are willing to pay for services under 

this framework. The study recommends privatization in open competition
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for almost all areas of collection such as commercial, industrial and 

institutional waste, and refuse generated from high and middle residential 

neighbourhoods. It is important to acknowledge the fact that private 

firms, are more often than not motivated to offer services where a 

possibility for profit maximization exists. Considering the above facts, 

it is also likely that it will be difficult to convince private firms to 

collect refuse low income areas under the open competition framework. In 

the short-term therefore, the most appropriate method of privatizing solid 

waste collection in these areas would be by franchise or contracting. 

However, possibilities for eventual privatization in open competition 

should be explored in collaboration with Community-based Organizations.

7-3.7 Areas of further research

In Kenya, there is relatively little activity aimed at recycling or re

using waste and the only method of disposal used is the sanitary landfill. 

Many materials that could have been effectively recycled remain in 

Nairobi's disposal sites. This is because such activity costs 

significantly higher than the cost of sanitary landfill. For reasons of 

reducing it's work load and cutting down costs, and for humanitarian and 

environmental reasons, the government should encourage resource recovery 

activities through private sector initiatives. It is in resource recovery 

that the activities of the informal private sector or "scavengers" are 

prevalent. This is very important for the creation of employment 

opportunities and for the reduction of waste heading for disposal 

channels. However, their initiatives need to be supported. Resource 

recovery through recycling, composting and re-use should be encouraged as 

a way of saving foreign exchange, minimizing waste disposal costs, 

conserving natural resources and promoting industrialization. Further 

research needs to be done to identify the best ways in which their
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potentialities can be tapped.

7 -4  C o n c lu s io n .

Effective urban management requires not only competence in delivering 

individual services. An integrated approach to service delivery (whole 

package concept) should be applied in responding to the various challenges 

that face urban areas today. Criteria for effectiveness will thus 

include the capacity of urban service provision to respond to rapid urban 

growth, sensitivity to the needs of the poor and the concern for 

environmental protection. .Amongst other options, private enterprise and 

community action play a vital role in responding to the overall 

development challenges facing a city and may effectively direct the 

development of individual neighborhoods estates and some parts of the 

Central Business District. In situations where existing service delivery 

is either too costly or inadequate, private sector participation should 

be examined as a means of enhancing efficiency (thus lowering costs) and, 

mobilizing private investment (thus expanding the resources available for 

the provision of infrastructure). These, and other factors have been 

considered in deciding whether to enlist private sector participation in 

solid waste management in the City of Nairobi. Finding it feasible, the 

study has recommended the privatization of mainly the collection aspect 

of the service, and the possible future privatization of other aspects. 

The expected outcomes of privatizing solid waste management include; i) 

the promotion of environmental quality, ii) the promotion of a better 

quality of life, ii) economic development and, iv) the promotion of 

effective governance. The extent to which these goals can be achieved 

depends as much on the political will of the powers that be and the 

culture of urban residents, as it depends on the efficiency of private 

waste collection firms.
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HOUSEHOLD QUESTIONNAIRE 

H ousehold C h a r a c te r is t ic s

1. What is your relationships to the household head?
i) HH/Head ii) Spouse
iv) Daughter v) Other

Sex
i) Male ii) Female

3. Age (Optional)

4. Main occupation?

5. Income from main occupation (monthly)

6. Income from other sources (monthly)

7. Educational level
i) No education ii) Lower prim ary
iii) Upper primary iv) Post secondary
v) University

* RL.HH SEX AGE O C C U P A T I O N MAIN.INC OTHER.INC EDU

l.

82*
3.

4.

8s*
6 .

7 .

8.

9 .

10.

H o u s e h o ld  S o lid  W aste  M a n a g e m e n t

8. How serious is the solid waste menace in vour neighborhood?
i) Non-existent,
ii) Very serious.
iii) Moderate,

9. Who is responsible for the collection and disposal of solid waste 
generated in your house?
i) N.C.C,
ii) Private companies.
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iii) C.B.O’s,
iv) Personal initiative.

10. If (iv) above, how do you go about it?

11. What is the weekly waste collection (or disposal) frequency for your 
house?

12. Do you find this service adequate?
i) Yes,
ii) No.

13. Give suggestions on how solid waste in the city of Nairobi can be 
effectively managed.

»

14. In your opinion, which of the following actors can be relied upon in 
the effective collection and disposal of solid waste in your 
neighborhood?
i) N.C.C,
ii) N.G.O’s,
iii) C.B.O’s,
iv) Private companies,
v) Personal Initiative.

15. Supposing the private sector were to be involved in collecting and 
disposing off your garbage,
a) . What would you consider to be the advantages?
b) . What would you consider to be the disadvantages?

16. If the private sector were to be responsible for your garbage, which 
amongst the following forms would you prefer that the involvement 
take?
i) Direct involvement through contractual arrangements with 

you,
ii) Indirect involvement through franchise by the City Council,
iii) Contractual arrangements with a community based management

body.

17. How much are you willing to pay (or are you currently paying) on a 
monthly basis, for an improved garbage collection service in your 
area? (do not include service charge paid to N.C.C).
i) Willing to pay,
ii) Currently paying.

18. What is your monthly expenditure on the following,
i) Rent ii) Telephone,
iii) Food iv) Electricity
v) Water vi) Transportation
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B U S IN E S S , INDUSTRY AND IN STITU TIO N S QUESTIONNAIRE.

1. How serious is the solid waste menace in your area?
i) Non-existent,
ii) Moderate,
in) Very serious.

2. Who is responsible for the collection and disposal of solid waste 
generated in your premise?
i) N.C.C,
ii) Private companies,
iii) C.B.O’s,
iv) Individual initiative.

3. If (iv) above, how do you go about it?

4. What kind of solid waste is generated from your daily activities?

5. On average, how much solid waste does your premise generate per 
day (in Kgs)?

6. What is the weekly waste collection (or disposal) frequency for your 
premise

7. Do you find this service adequate?
i) Yes,
ii) No.

S. Give suggestions on how solid waste in the city of Nairobi can be 
effectively managed.

9. In your opinion, which of the following actors can be relied upon to 
effectively collect and dispose off solid waste for your kind of 
business?
i) N.C.C,
ii) Private companies,
iii) C.B.O’s,
v) Individual initiative.

10. Supposing the private sector were to be involved in collecting and 
disposing off your solid wastes,
a) . What would you consider to be the advantages?
b) . What would you consider to be the disadvantages?

11. If the private sector were to be responsible for your solid wastes, 
which amongst the following forms would you prefer that the 
involvement take?
i) Direct involvement through contractual arrangements with 

you,
ii) Indirect involvement through franchise by the City Council,
iii) Contractual arrangements with a community based management 

body.
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12. How much are you willing to pay (or are you currently paying) for an 
improved solid waste collection and disposal system, (do not include
service charge paid to N.C.C).

i) Willing to pay
ii) Currently paying

SOLID WASTE EN TREPREN EURS QUESTIONNAIRE 

P a r t i c ip a t io n  D a ta .

1. To what extent are you involved in the management of solid wastes in 
this city?
i) Collection,
ii) Disposal,
iii) Transfer,
iv) Cleansing.

2. If you are involved in collection,
a) Which areas do you cover?
b) What number of clients do you serve?
c) Total quantity of solid waste collected (tones)?

AREA
i) Res low income
ii) Res lower mid income
iii) Res upper mid income
iv) Res high income
v) Commercial
vi) Industrial
vii) Institutions
iix) Public spaces

3. If you are involved in disposal, which of the following methods do you 
use?
a) Dumping,
b) Recycling,
c) Incineration,
d) Sanitary landfill.

C o s ts  & F in a n c e .

4. What capital costs did you incur at the beginning of your activity?
i) Purchasing of fleet
ii) Acquiring premises
iii) Securing a license
iv) Other overhead costs

5. Quote your sources of finance.

6. What recurrent (monthly) costs do you incur on,
i) 0 & M of fleet,
ii) Staff emoluments,
iii) Rent,
iv) Overheads
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7. How much do you charge for service delivery to the following 
categories of consumers?

CLIENT CHARGES (In Ksh) UNITS *
i) Res low income
ii) Res lower mid income
iii) Res upper mid income
iv) Res high income
v) Commercial
vi) Industrial
vii) Institutions 
iix) Public spaces

8. What is your gross annual income in Ksh?

R e s o u r c e  u s e  E f f ic ie n c y .

9. On average, how much solid waste do you collect per day?

10. a) How large is your fleet?
b) What is the ownership status? (own(a), hire(b))

11. What is the composition of your fleet?

12. What is the total distance your fleet covers per day?

13. Give an outline of the composition and nature of your labour force.

14. How long is your working day?

15. Do you require to go into overtime to collect solid waste?

16. What is the contractual agreement between the company and its 
employees?

S e t t i n g  U p .

17. On which year did your involvement in solid waste management start?

18. Under which license are you operating?

19. Comment on the licensing procedures for private waste coUection 
agencies. What problems did you experience while in pursuit of an 
operation license?

20. What problems do you experience while providing this service?

21. Give suggestions on how your involvement in the management of the 
solid waste menace can be enhanced.
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NAIROBI CITY CO UN CIL-IN TERV IEW  SCHEDULE

T o p ic : P r iv a t i z a t io n  o f  S o lid  W a s te  M a n a g e m e n t
1. Approximately how much does the council spend annually on 

cleansing services?
i) Administration
ii) General Cleaning
iii) Refuse Removal
iv) Conservancy

2. Approximately how much does the department of Environment spend 
on solid waste management?
i) Operation and Maintenance
ii) Staff salaries
iii) Overheads

3. How much do the following categories of consumers pay for Council 
provided garbage collection and disposal services?
i) High income residential areas.
ii) Middle income residential areas.
iii) Low income residential areas.
iv) Institutions.
v) Industries.
vi) Commercial enterprises.

4. What is the weekly coUection frequency for the following areas?
i) High income residential areas.
ii) Middle income residential areas.
iii) Low income residential areas.
iv) Institutions.
v) Industries.
vi) Commercial enterprises.
vii) Central business district.

5. What is the number composition and capacity of your fleet?

6 What is the composition of your labour force?

CATEGORY

Management
Supervisors
Clerical
Maintenance
Drivers
Loaders
Others
TOTAL

NUMBER SALARY AGE(AVG) E D U C
LEVEL

What aspects of the solid waste management process does the council 
intend to privatize, and to what extent?

What aspects of the service does the council intend to continue 
offering?
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9. In the event that this service is fully privatized, what do you intend 
to do with
i) Employees of the council previously involved in garbage 

collection?
ii) Equipment previously used by the council?

10. What institutional framework has the council put in place to ensure 
the effective involvement of private firms in solid waste management 
i.e, to ensure that all areas are adequately served?

11. What statutory and regulatory measures have you or do you intend 
to put in place,
i) To protect consumers from exploitation?
ii) To protect the environment from possible pollution?

»

12. What benefits does the council expect from the privatization process?
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